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List	of	abbreviations

ESG. Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European HigherEducation Area. Also known as European Standards and Guidelines.
HEI. Higher Education Institution.
IWR. Institution-Wide Review.
MESC. Ministry of Education, Science and Culture in Iceland.
QEF. Quality Enhancement Framework.
REAC. Research Evaluation Advisory Committee.
SLR. Subject-Level Review.
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Preface	to	the	2nd	Edition	of	the	Quality	Enhancement	
Framework	HandbookThe Icelandic Quality Enhancement Framework (QEF) provides an environmentwithin which the Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) individually andcollectively, secure the standards of all their degrees, and systematically enhanceboth the students’ experience and the management of their research efforts. TheQEF also provides important public accountability that the autonomous HEIsexercise effectively their responsibilities for quality and standards. While rootedfirmly in Icelandic traditions, culture, and legal and social frameworks, the QEF isoutward looking, benchmarked against leading international practice andcriteria.Following the publication of the 1st Edition of the Quality Handbook for IcelandicHigher Education in 2011, the Quality Enhancement Framework (QEF) has beenfully implemented and the Quality Board and Quality Council are now wellestablished in the Icelandic higher education landscape. Over the first cycle, allHEIs have undertaken a full round of Institution-led Subject-Level Reviews(SLRs) and the Quality Board has undertaken a full round of Institution-WideReviews (IWRs) of all HEIs and Review Reports published. The Quality Councilhave been very active in supporting sector-wide enhancements in managingquality and standards . The individual Student Associations together with theNational Union for Icelandic Students have been active in stimulating furtherdevelopments in effective student engagement. Collectively, we thereforeapproach the publication and implementation of this 2nd Edition, effective fromautumn 2017, confidently building on the foundations and outcomes of the firstCycle. All HEIs now have well-established processes for enhancing provisionthrough their subject level reviews and for enhancing the overall institutionalmanagement of quality and standards through their strategic and operationalmonitoring and planning processes.The QEF continues to be dynamic, evolving and developing from its roots in the1st Edition of the Handbook (2011) and preceding accreditation processes. Indeveloping this new edition much has been gained from extensive internal andexternal evaluations of the QEF, and wide discussions with Rectors, students andtheir local and national associations, officials from the Icelandic Minstry ofEducation, Science and Culture (MESC), and senior staff from all the HEIs sittinground the table of the Quality Council.This has led to a number of minor improvements in all aspects of the QEFtogether with a few more substantial developments. Five of the more significantchanges are the inclusion of the management of research within the framework,the responsibility for SLR being placed more firmly within the HEIs, theprovision of public information from SLR, the appointment of a student to fullmembership of the Quality Board, and the addition of transparency as acornerstone of the QEF.
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Importantly however, this 2nd Edition is very clearly an evolution from the 1stEdition: there has been no appetite for revolution. Far from it. Most notably ofall, the QEF remains true to its founding principles from which all else continuesto flow.
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Quality	Handbook	for	Icelandic	Higher	Education

2nd Edition 2017

Introduction and context.1 The higher education sector in Iceland reflects the diversity of needs ofIcelandic society in relation to teaching and learning; research andscholarship; outreach; meeting local and national economic and socialrequirements; and, supporting an internationally competitive researchand development base. Although most of the population is concentratedround the greater Reykjavik area, there is still a significant part of thepopulation to be served in other parts of the country. To address thisdiverse range of demands, a higher education sector has emerged whichencapsulates relatively small specialist HEIs, small rurally-basedinstitutions, and larger multi-faculty institutions in the urban areas inboth Reykjavik and Akureyri. In addition to variation in size and focusthere is also a range of funding mechanisms in place to support bothpublic and private institutions. The Icelandic QEF continues to bedeveloped to address this complex pattern of provision in HEIs. IcelandicHEIs operate under law 63/2006 on universities and 85/2008 on publicuniversities with later amendments. HEIs must also operate inaccordance with the Icelandic National Qualification Framework forHigher Education as described in regulation 530/2011 and regulation321/2009 on quality assurance of teaching and research in universities.This Handbook has been constructed to accord with these laws andregulations in full. Finally, special care has also been taken to incorporatea gendered perspective as appropriate in accordance with law 10/2008on gender equality.2 While the 2nd Edition is based very firmly on the 1st Edition, it nonethelessintroduces a number of significant developments including:
 The evaluation of the management of research and establishmentof a Research Evaluation Advisory Committee (REAC)
 A student member appointed to the Quality Board
 Encouragement to support students’ work on quality throughformal recognition, for example in Diploma Supplements
 Annual meetings between Quality Board and HEIs to have a moreformal agenda including follow-through to recent SLRs
 Explicit links between SLRs and IWRs
 The introduction of a seven-year cycle for IWR including a sectorYear of Reflection in the final year
 The introduction of a Mid-term Progress report in year 3 or 4following up developments since the previous IWR Report waspublished
 Encouragement to link IWR more explicitly to institutionalstrategic planning cycles
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 Explicit reference to previous reviews in IWR
 The use of a common data set across all reviews as required by theMESC
 Increased practical guidance on implementing aspects of the QEF
 An explicit complaints and appeals system within the QualityEnhancement Framework3 In revising the QEF, in addition to drawing on the experience of the Board,valuable contributions have been provided through:

 The feedback received from students and HEIs throughout thelifespan of the 1st Edition at the Annual Meetings, ConsultativeConferences and other fora
 Discussion with, and feedback from, the Quality Council
 The responses to the evaluation survey from HEIs, StudentAssociations, the Rectors’ Conference, the Science Committee ofthe Icelandic Science and Technology Council and externalsinvolved in IWRs and SLRs throughout the first cycle
 The independent review of the first cycle undertaken by CleverData “Review of the Quality Enhancement Framework for HigherEducation in Iceland”
 The commentary and report from the independent internationalexpert appointed by the Quality Council to oversee the evaluationof the first cycle
 Feedback from and ongoing discussion with representatives ofMESC
 Miscellaneous documents relating to legislation on IcelandicHigher Education
 Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the EuropeanHigher Education Area (ESG), European Association of QualityAssurance Agencies (ENQA), 2015
 Guidelines of Good Practice, International Network of QualityAssurance Agencies in Higher Education (INQAAHE), 2007.4 Notwithstanding the above developments, the 2nd Edition represents veryclear continuity from the 1st Edition. The bedrock of the QualityEnhancement Framework lies in the founding principles which remainunaltered, with the addition of transparency.
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SECTION	1 The	Founding	QEF	Principles	and	Values

The six cornerstones of the Icelandic approach to managing quality and
standards and their importance in all activities connected with the QEF5 Ownership of quality and standards. Ultimately, it is only through theactions and practices of the HEIs that the quality of the student learningexperience and standards of their awards can be assured and enhanced.The Quality Board therefore views its prime purpose as being the supportof the autonomous higher education institutions in their management ofquality and standards. Demonstrating that the most zealous guardians ofquality and standards are the autonomous higher education institutionsthemselves – individually and collectively – will be one of the key indicatorsof success of the QEF.6 Enhancing the quality of the student learning experience and

safeguarding standards of awards. One of the hallmarks of goodacademic practice is the constant quest for better understanding. That isobviously true in the context of research. It is equally applicable tomanaging teaching and learning. We are continually trying to improve ourunderstanding of the learning processes in higher education and therebydevelop more effective ways in which we can support effectively theexperience of our students. The Quality Enhancement Framework hastherefore been developed to support the HEIs, not simply in the basicassurance of quality, but in the continuing enhancement of the learningexperience of all students whom they serve, regardless of physical ormental health status, gender, sexual orientation, skin colour, nationality,religion, residence or financial situation. Enhancing the learningexperience of students and safeguarding the standards of their degrees arefundamental objectives of the Quality Enhancement Framework. Equally,it is important that teaching in a HEI is informed by appropriatescholarship and research, and the QEF therefore also has a focus on theeffectiveness of the management of research – made more explicit in this2nd Edition.7 Involvement of students. A defining feature of higher education in all itsrichness and diversity is its relationship with the changing boundaries ofknowledge. Students, through their higher education experience, discoverhow knowledge and professional practice have been created and continueto evolve. Students become actively involved in knowledge creation ratherthan simply being passive recipients of ‘facts’ that they are required torepeat on demand at assessment. This provides graduates with the basisfor continuing to learn and develop throughout life. Factual knowledge canquickly become obsolete: understanding lays the basis for reformulation,adaptation and lifelong learning. The nature of learning in higher educationtherefore fundamentally involves students as partners in the learningprocess and it is the effectiveness of their learning in which we arefundamentally interested. Given the centrality of this partnership, it isimportant to involve students also within our quality framework as active
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participants in the assurance and enhancement of their learning. Studentsare not the objects of the QEF, they are partners within the endeavour. It isimportant to be very clear that along with partnership comes significantresponsibilities. It is vital that students recognize and fulfil their roles aseffective and active participants in both the QEF and in the learningprocess.8 International and Icelandic perspectives. The QEF has emerged from,and, consequently, is firmly rooted in, the Icelandic context. Icelandic HEIshave vital national functions to fulfil and national and local societies toserve. However, Icelandic HEIs and the QEF are also firmly outwardlooking. Higher education is international. Research and scholarship do notobserve national boundaries. Increasingly, managing learning is aninternational activity with web applications and other distance learningtechnologies developing rapidly. Research is increasingly carried on ininternational partnerships and collaborations. In European terms, theBologna process has been very important, most notably in setting aEuropean Framework for Quality Assurance. It is critical that highereducation in Iceland relates positively to this range of European and widerinternational communities and benchmarks. Of considerable importanceare the ESG (2015) part of which are reproduced in Annex 4. The work ofthe Quality Board is benchmarked against these Guidelines and it isexpected that the internal mechanisms for managing quality in all Icelandicinstitutions are consistent with the ESG. They are recognised as setting thestandards for entry to the European Quality Assurance Register and havebeen accepted by all Ministries in the Bologna process. It is important tonote in passing that officials of MESC play an important part in thecontinuing development of the Bologna process, and there are increasinglyclose connections between the National Union for Icelandic Students andthe European Students’ Union. It is imperative that there can be continuedconfidence in Iceland that its QEF has been benchmarked against thisimportant international standard. The Quality Board and the QualityCouncil seek to ensure that all criteria are consistently satisfied.9 Independence and partnership. It is vital that the management of theQEF by the Quality Board is, and is seen to be, fully independent. It is alsoimportant, however, that the various stakeholders work in partnershipwithin the QEF. Reference is made above to the important role ofautonomous institutions and of students within the quality partnership.Equally, governments, professional bodies and employers have legitimateroles to play. The quality framework has been designed to recognize theimportant roles of the various partners, and the dialogue between them.However, it is also vitally important that in the implementation of the partsof the QEF for which it is directly responsible, the Quality Board is able toact with absolute independence. To that end, these parts of the qualitysystem must be managed outside of any vested interest or instrument ofcontrol. The QEF has therefore been developed to encompass, asappropriate, both partnership working and independence of action.
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10 While it was implicit in the operation of the 1st Edition of the QEF, theQuality Board has added the explicit value of transparency as anadditional cornerstone of QEF2. Transparency has been exercised in thedevelopment of QEF2 through: the very open consultative processes; therange of open meetings with the sector, most importantly with the QualityCouncil; the formal evaluation exercise carried out by an independentconsultant the report of which was published and widely discussed; andthe involvement of a different independent expert (nominated by theQuality Council) overseeing the evaluation process and meetingindependently with stakeholders. In implementing QEF2, transparencywill continue to be emphasised in a variety of ways including:
 A revised, more accessible QEF website
 The publication of all non-confidential Board minutes andassociated papers
 More explicit guidance on the QEF processes including, importantly,the guidance offered in the Annexes to the 2nd Edition
 Explicit complaints and appeals processes
 Regular meetings between the Board and the Quality Council
 Publication of an Annual Report by the Board
 Annual meetings between the Board and the Rectors’ Conferenceand others as required
 Regular meetings between the Board and MESC
 Student involvement on the Board and annual meetings betweenthe Board and National Union for Icelandic Students and otherStudent Associations as required
 Regular conferences11 These six fundamental principles and values underpin the entire operationof the QEF. It is important that all involved in the QEF are familiar withthese principles and values and use them to inform their thinking andactions in this context.
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SECTION	2 The	 Quality	 Enhancement	 Framework	 in	
outline	

This section provides an overview of the roles of the Quality Board and
Quality Council and a brief outline of the five main components of the QEF.

The Quality Board12 The Quality Board is responsible for the overall design and operation of theQEF as agreed at the outset of each cycle with MESC. The Board hasresponsibility for managing the IWR cycle and has ultimate responsibilityfor confirming the judgements contained in the IWR reports. The Board isalso responsible for managing any additional reviews commissioned byMESC or other stakeholders, and for managing the procedures forcomplaints and appeals within the QEF. The Board is also responsible forensuring that SLRs are carried out by all HEIs and that agreed publicinformation is published.13 The membership and chair of the Board comprises senior internationalexperts in managing quality and standards in higher education (in relationto teaching, scholarship and research). In addition, there is a student Boardmember and student observer. Both students attending the Board areproposed by the National Union for Icelandic Students. Initially, onestudent will be drawn from the body of Icelandic students and the other inconjunction with the European Student Union.14 All Board members are appointed by MESC. The Board meets regularlywith MESC for updating. However, in all its operations, the Board acts incomplete independence from MESC.15 Annex 1 provides details on the composition and remit of the Board.
The Quality Council16 The Quality Council is fundamental to the successful operation of the QEF.It includes in its membership the senior staff with responsibility for qualityand standards from all Icelandic HEIs together with two Icelandic students.The Chair of the Council is elected by the Council membership from amongits non-student members. The Council has a central role in sharing goodIcelandic and international practice within its membership and advisingand informing the Quality Board. Productive partnership between theCouncil and the Board is vital to the success of the QEF. The Chair of theCouncil attends all meetings of the Quality Board as an observer.17 Annex 2 provides details of the membership and remit of the QualityCouncil.
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Brief overview of the five main components of the QEF18 The QEF will operate over a 7-year cycle. At the outset of the cycle, eachinstitution will be asked to provide the Board with an outline plan formanaging quality and standards over the seven year cycle. This willinclude, but not be limited to, the timing of SLRs and the IWR. It might alsoinclude other major points in the institution’s normal quality cycle, e.g.annual reporting on quality matters to the AcademicCouncil/Senate/Governing Board etc. The Manager of the Quality Boardwill be available to discuss drafts of such overviews. These overview plansdo not need to remain fixed but can be changed and updated as theinstitution wishes throughout the cycle. The Annual Meetings (see below,paragraph 22) will provide useful opportunities for discussion of theseoverview plans and any changes being made. The QEF itself includes fivemain elements:• Subject-Level Reviews (SLRs) – an institutional responsibility• Institution-Wide Reviews (IWRs) with year-on and mid-termReports – a Quality Board responsibility• Annual meetings between HEIs and representative(s) of the QualityBoard• Quality Council-led enhancement workshops and conferences• Special Quality Board-led reviews
Subject-Level Reviews19 Within each cycle, all institutions are required to conduct reviews coveringeach of their subject areas as well as all support services having a bearingon the student learning experience (e.g. library, IT, laboratories,counselling and guidance, registry, human resources etc). The first SLRsunder the 2nd Edition of the Handbook can take place upon the publicationof this Handbook. The SLRs are focussed on the effectiveness of themanagement and enhancement of the student learning experience,securing the standards of their awards and the effectiveness of themanagement of research. These reviews are organized in ways mostappropriate to each institution, subject to national requirements asoutlined in Section 3 and related Annexes.
Institution-Wide Reviews20 All institutions receive an IWR within each cycle. The first IWRs under this2nd Edition of the Handbook will take place during 2017-18 with the firstreview visits taking place in 2018. These IWRs focus on the effectivenessof the institution’s arrangements for managing and enhancing quality andstandards including the effectiveness of the management of research.Essentially, these reviews will ask the institutions to demonstrate in anevidenced way how they know the learning experience of their students isconsistently as good as it could be by Icelandic and international standards,how they assure themselves that the standards of their awards are
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comparable nationally and internationally, and how they analyse theeffectiveness of their management of research. It is intended that theinstitutional processes linked to IWR should dovetail with strategicplanning processes. A review could precede a strategic planning event andinform that planning. A review could alternatively function to inform theimplementation of a strategic plan that has recently been approved by theinstitution. An important part of the evidence for IWR will be the responseof the institutions to the previous IWR Report and the reports of SLRs.Following the IWR, the Board will publish a report that will include ajudgment on the confidence that can be held in the institution’s ability tomanage its quality of the student learning experience; a judgement of themanagement of standards of degrees and awards; and commentaries onthe management of research.21 One year following the publication of the IWR Report, the institution willproduce a brief Year-on Report indicating early reactions to the IWRReport and associated early developments. This Report will be discussedat the first appropriate Annual Meeting (see Paragraph 100). In addition,there is a Mid-term Progress Report which will review progress in takingforward developments foreshadowed in the IWR process. This report willbe on the agenda of the annual meeting between the respective HEI andrepresentative(s) of the Quality Board three or four years following thepublication of the IWR Report. For this Annual Meeting only, a member ofthe IWR Team (normally the Chair) will join the meeting. This report willbe published on the Quality Board’s website alongside the original IWRReport. See Paragraphs 57 and 101 for more detail on the Mid-termProgress Report.
Annual meetings with member(s) of the Board.22 All institutions will have an annual meeting with a representative(s) of theBoard. This meeting is designed to facilitate the free exchange and updatingof information between the Board and each institution, and allows theBoard to maintain a current appreciation of the developments andchallenges within each institution. The outcomes of SLRs are shared atthese meetings together with discussions of progress made in takingforward the outcomes of previous IWRs. The agenda for the meeting isagreed in advance. It will normally be in two parts – the first a relativelyinformal mutual updating, and the second focused on the SLRs undertakenin the previous 12 months (if any). The Annual Meeting in year three orfour following the publication of the most recent IWR will also incorporatethe Mid-term Progress Report following up developments foreshadowedin the IWR process.
Quality enhancement workshops and conferences.23 An important element designed into the QEF is a series of developmentalworkshops and conferences, which fall under the remit of the QualityCouncil. These activities would focus on areas identified as being of
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particular importance to the higher education sector and students inIceland. They would be designed to stimulate the thinking, practice andactions of staff and students throughout the sector. They would draw onnational and international best practice and result in Action Plans, CaseStudies and Guidelines. The nature and extent of the activities undertakenby the Council will be influenced by the resources available.
Special reviews undertaken by Quality Board.24 There are circumstances in which the Board will organize special reviews.There may be circumstances in which MESC may wish to commission theBoard to conduct a special independent review of an aspect of provisionacross the whole sector. The MESC may commission a special review fromthe Board following a request for additional accreditations from aninstitution. There may also be circumstances where the Board itselfbecomes aware of a legitimate cause for concern in relation to some aspectof higher education provision. In these circumstances, the Board itself maywish to establish a special review. In general, it will be for the Board todecide whether it is appropriate to undertake a particular special review.Any special reviews require additional resources. See Section 7 for moredetail on special reviews.
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SECTION	3:	Subject-Level	Review	including	research

Rationale25 Institutional ownership of reviews at the subject level is a cleardemonstration of the institution’s own responsibility for the assurance andenhancement of the quality of the learning experience of its students, thesafeguarding of the standards of its awards, and the management of theresearch undertaken by its staff. It is at the subject level that learning takesplace, that programmes are generally organized, and that academicsdevelop and apply their scholarship and undertake research. It is also atthe subject level that fundamental parts of the quality of the studentexperience is determined, the standards of their awards assured and theresearch activities of staff are undertaken. For these reasons, reviews at thesubject level are one of the most important elements of the Icelandic QEF.It is also important that they are conceived as primarily the responsibilityof the HEIs themselves within agreed guidelines. The Board monitorswhether reviews at the subject level are carried out, if they are robust (i.e.use an evidence-based methodology that stands up to scrutiny),constructive, in line with the HEI’s strategy and lead to enhancement.Annual meetings and IWRs will also serve as a context for dialoguebetween the institutions and the Board about reviews at the subject-leveland the institutional monitoring and follow-through of these reviews.Where there is a concurrent professional/statutory body accreditingprocess, then the institution, at its own discretion, can use that as anintegral part of the SLR. Where appropriate and practical, they may usecommon externals for both reviews. Formally, the process of Review at
the subject level is the responsibility of the institution, not of the
Board. The Board sets out below its general expectations regarding
institutions’ subject review processes.

General requirements for SLR26 Area Coverage. Whatever the pattern of individual SLRs, within a cycle allsubject areas should be included and at all levels (postgraduate andundergraduate) in which awards are made. In general, the subject divisionsfor review should be selected to reflect in a meaningful way the learningjourneys of students and the research efforts of staff. In general, reviewsshould embrace all forms of provision, including, for example, taught,research, full-time, part-time, distance learning and work-based provision.Reviews should also include any provision for which the institution isresponsible that is undertaken in collaboration with any other institutionor partner, either national or international. Similarly the review of researchshould comprehensively cover the main areas related to the managementof research within each unit, including the management of collaborativeresearch projects of an interdisciplinary nature (see Paragraphs 41-47 formore detail on this topic). SLRs should include the effectiveness of student-support services that directly impact on the quality of the student learningexperience, including, for example, library, laboratories, formal career
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guidance (both within the academic unit and as part of institution-wideservices), counselling services, and information technology services. It isfor the institution to decide whether it is more effective to review suchservices additionally as separate entities, or whether they should bereviewed only in relation to their effectiveness in supporting studentswithin each SLR. Similarly, the HEI can choose to review the managementof research within the most appropriate context for its structures.27 HEIs’ collaborative endeavours. All provision carried out incollaboration with another institution should be included within reviews.In general, the institution making the award is normally held to beultimately responsible for safeguarding all aspects of the standard of theaward. The institution making the award is therefore required to detail inthe review how it manages the standards of those awards. Normally, thequality of the student experience is the responsibility of the institutionhosting the student(s) for that part of their programme. In all collaborativeprovision, there should be a collaborative agreement that specifies clearlythe responsibilities of each party for the various dimensions of the qualityof the student learning experience and the standards of the award.Similarly, research that is conducted in collaboration with other nationalor international partners should be included within the evaluation of themanagement of research. In all collaborative research, there should be anagreement that specifies clearly the responsibilities of each party for thevarious dimensions of the quality of the research carried out under thecollaborative agreement. In SLRs, academic units would then report onthose aspects of the collaboration for which they are responsible.28 Timing. All areas should be reviewed at least once in each cycle. At theoutset of the second cycle (Autumn 2017), institutions should produce aplan for their intended pattern of reviews over the second cycle, 2017 –2023. A copy of this review plan should be provided to the Quality Boardfor its information, and any subsequent amendments notified to the Board.29 Internal quality processes. There is an expectation that internal qualityassurance and enhancement processes for SLR are clearly documented andcontinue to meet the expectations of the ESG Part 1. Guidance on this isprovided in Annex 4. The Frame of Reference in Annex 11 may also beuseful in framing the information provided in an SLR.30 Involvement of students. All SLRs should actively include students. Theoutcomes of student feedback mechanisms should form a core part of thereview, and the review process should directly involve meetings withstudents and recent graduates. Institutions are asked to include aminimum of two students on the main committee or group overseeing eachreview. It is important to ensure that student members of the committeeare well supported through briefing and training.31 Involvement of external experts. All reviews should include independentexternal experts appropriate to the breadth and depth of the curriculum
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under review, the nature of the provision, and the research anddevelopment activities of the staff. External experts should embody asufficient range of subject and research expertise and, where appropriate,employment or professional body expertise and experience, to allow themto have informed views on the range of provision under review. Whenappointing externals, good practice on avoiding conflicts of interest shouldbe carefully observed. Annex 3 provides a statement from the Boardregarding the nature of conflicts of interest. Annex 5 provides guidance onthe role and responsibilities of externals in subject review.32 General approach and coverage in relation to teaching and learning.Where appropriate the starting point for each review should be an outlineof the standard data covering the area(s)of the review, a summary of anymajor changes affecting the subject areas since the most recent review, andfollow-up to the most recent review outcomes and recommendations. Acritical analysis of all student feedback and outcomes in terms ofprogression, graduation and employment/further study would also beinvolved. While it is important to give an overview of progress and issues,it is up to each area to decide whether to keep the thrust of the review at ageneral level or to use the opportunity provided by the review to focus ona specific area(s) which might have been problematic or an area(s) ripe forfurther development.33 The opportunity should be taken to review the links between teaching andresearch. It is important that review activity includes an examination of theextent to which teaching and learning is being appropriately supported bythe research and scholarship activities (including advanced professionalpractice) of the institution in that particular subject area. While this isimportant in relation to all learning in higher education, it is increasinglyimportant in the final stages of undergraduate provision. At thepostgraduate level, particularly in relation to doctoral studies, theconnection between the research environment and effective learning isabsolutely central.34 For example, at the undergraduate level, this research-teaching link wouldinclude enquiries such as:
 Is the curriculum informed by research methodologies and anunderstanding of how knowledge has been, and continues to be,created?
 Are students exposed to current developments in their specialistareas?
 Are students exposed to alternative and competing researchperspectives and methodologies?
 Are students exposed to practising researchers in their specialistareas?
 Are students supported in undertaking research activitiesappropriate to their level of study?
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35 At the postgraduate level, particularly in relation to doctoral studies, theconnection between the research environment and effective learning isobviously of paramount importance where the expectations would be ofstudents being actively supported within a dynamic research environmentappropriate to their specialism with links to national and internationalresearch networks.36 Whatever approach is adopted, the review and report should concludewith an action plan for the following period.
Background and approach to the further inclusion of the management of
research within the QEF37 The 2nd Edition of the Handbook includes consideration of the effectivenessof the management of research in SLR for the first time. From the outset ofthe QEF, the sector and others have been clear that HEIs in Iceland, as is thecase globally, have a range of fundamental functions including: the creationof knowledge; the transmission of knowledge; and, the support anddevelopment of their local and national societies. A full qualityenhancement framework for higher education should therefore embraceand celebrate this range of fundamental roles of the HEIs. The mission ofindividual institutions clarifies the interpretation and relative emphasisthat is placed on these different dimensions.38 Within the QEF, research is, therefore, interpreted broadly to properlyreflect the different roles and functions of the various HEIs in their localand national settings. These different roles and functions will, to a largeextent, be reflected in the missions of the individual institutions. Thereview of the management of research comprises the followingdimensions: the research strategy; the management of research outputs;the external support for research; and, the impact of the research of theunit. There will also be an opportunity to celebrate any research which ismore ‘blue skies’ and cannot easily be fitted into any of the standardcategories. A full explanation of these dimensions is given below with someexemplars intended to be illustrative of possibilities rather than exhaustiveguidelines. This approach to the review of the management of research willapply uniformly across the sector as an integral element within SLRs.39 In addition, the Board is aware that there is also a need in the Icelandicsystem for an approach to research that evaluates more specifically thequality of research output and enables international benchmarking. Tomeet this aspiration, during the second cycle of the QEF, the Board will pilotsuch an approach on a very small scale. This pilot will be limited to only avery small number of units/departments who would wish to volunteer toparticipate in such an exercise. These pilots will not be funded within thecore budget of the Quality Board, and additional funding will be sought.40 An important element in underpinning any sector-wide evaluation of themanagement of research in Iceland will be the establishment of the
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national database of research outputs in a CRIS system. This is anticipatedto be available during 2017 but will require time for testing and embeddingbefore it will be reliably effective and universally used.41 There are therefore a number of reasons why the inclusion of researchevaluation within the QEF will be gradualist:
 The approach depends on the availability and reliability of the CRISsystem which will take time to evolve
 The sector has expressed a strong desire to be involved in the fulldevelopment of the methodology for research evaluation
 The resource base in both the sector and the QEF structure is verytight
 It is important that the research evaluation methodology isdeveloped to meet the particular needs of Iceland and is not simplyimported from elsewhere. All existing systems have a variety ofstrengths and weaknesses
 It is crucial that the extension of the QEF to include researchdovetails with the principles of the QEF and the ethos of the QualityBoard
 It is imperative that a general model for the comprehensiveevaluation of the management of research is developed andembedded across the sector before piloting a methodology forinternational benchmarking of research outputs.42 There are two major consequences of this gradualist approach to theinclusion of research within the QEF. Firstly, the Board is establishing an

ad hoc Research Evaluation Advisory Committee (REAC) with the remit ofmonitoring the application of the core methodology for evaluating themanagement of research, considering the outcomes it produces, andadvising the Board on the further development of the model. REAC will alsohave an important role in advising the Board (and MESC) on thedevelopment and piloting of the extended model of evaluation of researchoutputs in an international context. Annex 7 provides further informationon the membership and remit of REAC. Secondly, when the evaluation ofthe management of research is considered in the context of IWRs, there willnot be any separate judgement offered by the expert IWR Review Teams inrelation to the effectiveness of the management of research in QEF2.Instead the IWR Reports will offer commentaries on the main areas ofresearch strategy, management of outputs of research, external support forresearch and the impact of research. These concepts are explained belowand in related annexes. IWR judgements will continue to be made only inrelation to the quality of the student experience and the standards ofawards.43 In undertaking SLRs within the 2nd Edition it will often be the case that thedivision of subject areas into units for research will be the same as forteaching and the two processes will integrate into a seamless whole. Thishas considerable advantage in terms of efficiency, explicitly picking up the
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linkages between research, teaching and curriculum development, and alsoproviding an integrated picture of the health of the subject area. This isparticularly useful for strategic and operational planning at all levelswithin the institution. The expectation is that reviews would normallyfollow the broad pattern of the award structure of the institution, which inturn would mirror broadly the student learning journeys and theorganization of staff. However, it is up to each institution to decide howbest to allocate different subjects for review and also whether to haveexactly the same division for management of research as for teaching. It isappreciated that research may increasingly be multidisciplinary, and it isup to the HEIs to ensure that such research is adequately covered in thereview in a suitable fashion. It is also a matter for the institution to decideon the order in which different units are evaluated over the cycle to fit bestwith institutional processes.44 Further information on the inclusion of the management of research withinSLR is given below and in associated annexes.
Aspects of the design of SLRs with reference to the inclusion of the
management of research45 The intended focus. It is important to be clear on the objective of review.As outlined above, the ‘core’ approach to the inclusion of the managementof research will be applied by all institutions in all SLRs. This is describedin more detail below. In addition, during the cycle, an ‘extended’ model,benchmarking research outputs internationally will be developed forpiloting in a small number of cases. Both the quality of research outputitself and the effectiveness of the management of research are importantaspects of the evaluation of research in an HEI. These two dimensions arerelated but significantly different. There is a global tendency to assume thatquality of research output is reflected in publications (or similar outputs)in internationally prestigious journals or other internationally mainstreampublications. This is indeed the prime, if not the sole criterion for mostinternational research league tables. This dimension is, of course, equallyimportant in some Icelandic contexts, and will be picked up in the coremodel to the extent that an academic unit wishes to include it in itsmanagement of research. However, the voluntary extended model willconcentrate specifically on the international comparability of the quality ofresearch outputs.46 Although important, a singular focus on international comparability ofresearch outputs (at least narrowly defined) would be generallyinappropriate in the present context. There are a number of reasons forthis. One relates to language: outputs in Icelandic are unlikely to appear inthe usual high-ranking publications utilized by compilers of internationalleague tables. And yet, high quality research outputs designed to supportlocal economies, infrastructure and society will require to be expressed inIcelandic in order to have the desired impact. Further, while there issignificant research output in Iceland that is internationally competitive by
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traditional global measures, there is a considerable research efforttargeted on local or national impact such as supporting local education orhealth provision, policy or practice, or supporting local employers. It is ofcourse the case that these various forms of research output are notnecessarily mutually exclusive and, although the initial focus of theresearch activity may be different, research outputs of a sufficiently robuststandard are likely to be both capable of meeting local needs andpublication for international audiences.47 The inclusion of research within the QEF model relates to these diverseaims and purposes of research within the Icelandic higher educationsector. Both SLR and IWRs should therefore take, as their starting point,the purposes of research within the department/institution beingreviewed and then explore the extent to which these purposes areachieved. In other words, the fundamental questions would be, ‘to what
extent does this faculty or department have a clear and realistic
strategy for research and to what extent does it successfully manage
its affairs to achieve its desired ends? How effectively does the
research environment support the strategy?’. The following paragraphsbriefly outline how this is developed in the core model for evaluating themanagement of research within SLR.

The core model for the evaluation of management of research48 In the core model (i.e. applied throughout the sector), teaching andlearning and management of research will be reviewed in the context ofSLRs. These will feed into the IWRs as outlined in Section 4. It is importantto note that the SLRs, however, explicitly remain firmly within institutionalownership.49 The core model encompasses five related dimensions: research strategy;management of research outputs; external support; impact of research;and, exceptional blue skies research as follows:a. Research strategy. This will include for example:
 Does the unit have a research strategy?
 How does it relate to the institutional strategy?
 How realistic is the strategy?
 Does the strategy link research to teaching?
 What policies serve as a lever to support the strategy?
 How is the strategy supported at unit and institutional levels?
 Is strategy effectively monitored?
 Is the research environment designed to support the strategy?
 Does the research strategy take account of issues of equality,including gender?

b. Management of research outputs. This refers to the unit’smechanisms for monitoring and managing the quality of itsresearch outputs. The quality of outputs should be defined in
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relation to the application of good practice methodologies and thecritical robust judgements, directly or indirectly, of respectedpeers or users of outputs who are in a position to make informedprofessional judgements of quality. This dimension will be refinedas experience develops, including through the input of the REAC,and will also draw on the outputs of research (at least in the vastmajority, if not all, cases) recorded on the CRIS system. Thequestion to be addressed is how do academic units evaluate andmanage the quality of their research output? In some cases,perhaps the majority, the first part of this question is already atleast partly addressed through the current framework described inthe paper ‘Evaluation system for public higher education systems’1and applied in many institutions. In addition, there is aninteresting established evaluation framework for the evaluation ofresearch outputs within Reykjavik University which aims toseparate the evaluation of research quality from publicationcounting2. There is also a useful framework applied in theIcelandic Academy of the Arts3. It is appreciated that none of theseframeworks currently apply universally in Iceland, and theseexamples are meant to be illustrative of the resources available toinstitutions when evaluating the management of their researchoutputs. It is important to note that this approach is adopted inorder that research achievements in a wide variety of areas(including production and performance) may be celebrated. Thisobviously includes, but is not limited to research outputstraditionally measured through international bibliometric orsimilar techniques. There are many different kinds of legitimateresearch outputs to be celebrated, the ‘quality’ of which can bebenchmarked in a variety of ways – e.g. informing and takingaccount of the views of SLR externals, external stakeholders,professionals in the field, the business or professional community,policy makers etc. The second part of this question relates to howinstitutions manage the quality of their outputs by strategicallocation of resources and through staff development.
c. External support. External support should include bothadditional research funding (i.e. in addition to that received as partof the block grant), and also support in kind. It will include bothcash and non-cash forms of support. External funding will includethe competitive funds secured through the Icelandic Government’svarious bidding processes. It will also include EU funding and allother funding from international sources as well as commercialfunding both national and international. Support in kind willinclude all non-cash external support received includingequipment, personnel, buildings etc.

1 http://www.hi.is/sites/default/files/oldSchool/evaluation_system_english.pdf2 http://en.ru.is/research/ru-quality-assurance-system-in-research3 http://lhi.is/sites/lhi.is/files/atoms/files/gakerfirn_frasvilista2015.pdf
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d. The impact of the unit refers to the reach and significance of theresearch output of the unit. Impact is to be interpreted broadly toinclude impact on: the subject area; on policy and practice relatedto the subject area; on significant developments in culture; and,importantly, on the local or national economy or society moregenerally. In all the above areas, local, national and internationaldimensions should be considered. Impact also includes theexternal reach of the unit through for example researcher nationaland international mobility, external consultancies in academic orprofessional contexts, external advising roles etc.
e. Exceptional blue-skies research. It is sometimes the case thatparticularly exciting and innovative forms of/areas of researchopen up which are difficult to encapsulate within existingparadigms for recognizing the significance of research. It isimportant that these are captured within research evaluations andthese areas should simply be identified separately if they do not fitappropriately into the above framework.

Reports on research in the core model50 Units (Departments, Schools etc) should include in their SLR reportscommentaries on the quality of their management of research using thefour dimensions outlined above. Where the overall SLR unit has beenfurther subdivided for the evaluation of research, these reports should beincluded as separate elements or combined as the institution feelsappropriate and useful. The form of the section of the report dealing withmanagement of research should be determined by the institution, but inevery case should conclude with an Action Plan. It may be, for example, thata SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) framework couldprove to be a useful starting point for the analysis section of the report,followed by the concluding Action Plan.
Conclusions on management of research in the core model51 No judgements are made in relation to either teaching & learning orresearch in SLR Reports. The conclusions in both areas normally take theform of Action Plans. As outlined elsewhere in this Handbook, the IWR inQEF2 relates more explicitly to the SLRs. The conclusions of the IWRs willinclude judgements in two areas:

 The effectiveness of the management of the standards ofawards
 The effectiveness of the management of the quality of thestudent experience
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In relation to the quality of the management of research, the IWR willconclude in terms of commentaries on the four dimensions of researchhighlighted in Paragraph 49 above.
Subject-Level Reviews: Reports and public information52 Reports. All SLRs should result in a formal report that includesinformation on the composition of the Review Team, the review process,the findings, Action Plan(s), the review recommendations and the intendedinstitutional and departmental/faculty follow-up processes. Annex 5 ofthe Handbook outlines the role of the externals in relation to the Report.Copies of these reports should be made available to the Quality Boardwithin three months of the completion of each review (i.e. normally thedate of the last meeting with the external(s) present). These reports willform the basis each year for part of the Annual Meetings with a QualityBoard representative and will also feed in to the IWRs. The Quality Boardwill continue to treat the SLR reports as confidential. However, it is for eachinstitution to decide whether to publish review reports either in whole orpart, for example on its website.53 Public information. In all cases an abstract of the report including asummary of the main conclusion of the review and actions to be takenshould be published on the institution’s website within three months ofcompletion of each review. The abstract for publication should also beincluded as an annex in the full report.
Linking from Subject-level to IWR54 IWRs to some extent are a capstone on the building blocks of SLRoutcomes. Towards that end, it is suggested that the Reflective Analysisfor IWR should include as a key component, an overview of outcomesfrom the SLRs and institution-level follow-up in relation to teaching andlearning, standards and the management of research. This approach willalso be reflected in the IWR process and Reports.
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SECTION	4:	Institution-Wide	Review	

Rationale55 The IWR process is designed to support institutions in reflecting on therelative successes of their management of the enhancement of quality,safeguarding of standards of awards and management of research and socontribute to the formulation of future strategies. These reviews shouldtherefore become a valuable resource in supporting institutional strategicplanning processes. The IWR is also designed to provide independentexternal assurance that current and future students, the Government,employers and other stakeholders nationally and internationally can allhave confidence in the capacity of the HEIs to provide students with a highquality learning experience and to award degrees that have beenbenchmarked nationally and internationally. The IWRs, and indeed theQEF as a whole, have been designed to meet the requirements of the 2015ESG and to meet the expectations of the International Network of QualityAssurance Agencies of Higher Education.
The review cycle56 The first cycle under the 2nd Edition of the Handbook will last seven years(2017-2024): six years in which reviews are being conducted and aseventh year to reflect on the outcomes of the cycle, plan any revisions tothe process, and undertake a variety of enhancement activities. Normally,an institution will therefore receive a Board-led review once every sevenyears. To avoid an over-long gap between IWRs, institutions thatundertook their IWR near the beginning of the first cycle will not have theirnext IWR as late as the end of the second cycle. The first IWR of the newcycle will be conducted during 2017–2018, and the year 2023-24 will bethe year of reflection and preparation for the next phase of the QEF. Atimetable for reviews in the second cycle will be negotiated with theinstitutions and published by the Board in 2017.57 Because of the fairly long seven year cycle for IWRs, there is a Mid-termProgress Report for each institution three or four years following thepublication of their IWR Report. This exercise will be conducted as part ofthe Annual Meeting that year. In the year of the Review of Progress only,the Board representative will be joined by a member of the IWR Team(normally the Chair) that undertook the IWR. This exercise will lead to abrief report which will be published alongside the original IWR Report onthe QEF website. (See Paragraphs 93-96 for more detail on theimplications of different confidence judgments in IWR Reports).
The IWR Review Teams58 The Review Teams for each institution will be appointed by the QualityBoard, with the exception of the student member, selected on the basis ofsenior experience in higher education, particularly in managing and
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reviewing quality, standards and research. Normally the Review Teamswill comprise a Chair, three international experts, an independentIcelandic student and the secretariat. The secretariat will be provided bythe Board secretariat. No Review Team will have fewer than two experts inaddition to the Chair. All members will be independent of the institutionand, with the exception of the secretariat and the student member, will befrom outwith Iceland. Review Teams will be recruited with regard to issuesof gender equality.59 Prospective reviewers will all be required to certify that they have noconflict of interest (See Annex 3) with the institution being reviewed. Theinstitution will be asked to comment on the proposed membership of theirteam in relation to any potential conflict of interests. Following this stage,the team members will be confirmed and members formally invited toserve. All team members will be required to undergo training arranged bythe Board.60 The Chairs of the Review Teams will be drawn from a small cadre of seniorinternational peers experienced in quality reviews internationally and,normally, with knowledge of, but no conflicts of interest with, the Icelandichigher education system. These individuals will go through specifictraining for the role of Chair.61 Review Team members who are academics will be appointed on the basisof appropriate senior experience in managing quality of teaching/learningand/or research in higher education-level institutions outwith Iceland.They will also currently be, or recently have been, a senior member of staffof a HEI or related body. To be considered for appointment, a candidateshould normally not have been retired for more than five years. EachIcelandic HEI will be asked to identify overseas peer institutions fromwhich they think it would be appropriate for the Board to seek potentialreviewers. These may be institutions against which the Icelandicinstitution tends to benchmark itself. Alternatively, in the spirit ofenhancement, they could include overseas institutions that the Icelandicinstitution would wish to emulate. While the Board will be guided by suchsuggestions, it is not obliged to accept them.62 Review Team members who are representing student interests willnormally be current students registered on undergraduate orpostgraduate courses in an Icelandic HEI. No student will participate in areview of their own institution or any other that they have previouslyattended or at which a close family member or partner is attending, or isemployed. Students will remain eligible to participate in reviews up to thefirst anniversary of their final graduation. Nominations for students to jointhe pool of student reviewers will be drawn from the membership ofmember unions of the National Union for Icelandic Students. It would benormally be expected that the student be from an Icelandic institution.
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63 All team members, including students, will be required to sign a declarationconfirming no conflict of interest. Institutions are also asked to confirm theabsence of any conflict of interest with all potential team members
The review process64 The review process consists essentially of six standard elements:submission of a Reflective Analysis by the institution (with access to allSLRs); consideration of the Reflective Analysis and its evidential base bythe Review Team; a visit to the institution by the Review Team; productionand publication of the IWR Report; a brief year-on report from theinstitution on the first anniversary of the Report’s publication; and, thefollow-up Mid-term Progress Report designed to follow through theoutcomes of the review (in year three or four following the publication ofthe IWR Report). To ease communication between the Board and theinstitution throughout the review process, the institution is asked toidentify an individual who will be the main point of contact for the Boardthroughout the entire IWR process. In most cases this is likely to be thesenior member of staff with institutional responsibility for managingquality matters.
The Reflective Analysis, common data set, Subject-Level Reviews and
associated evidence65 The process of compiling a Reflective Analysis can make a valuablecontribution to institutional strategic planning. Obviously this isdependent on the timing of the IWR processes fitting with the timing of theinstitutional planning cycle. The Board consults HEIs on the timing ofreviews in an attempt to ensure the best fit possible between theseprocesses. Clearly there are practical limitations on the possible flexibilityof both the Board and the institutions, but every effort is made by the Boardto achieve a good fit.66 The Reflective Analysis is intended to be exactly that: the consideredreflections of the institution on the evidence of its performance in the pastperiod. In many ways the production of the Reflective Analysis is one of themost valuable aspects of the whole process. The Reflective Analysisprovides a valuable opportunity for the HEI community to collate theevidence of its past performance in relation to its management of academicstandards, teaching/learning and management of research. The institutioncan then use the Reflective Analysis to collectively consider what theevidence is indicating in relation to various benchmarks, and plan futurestrategies to enhance the learning experience of its students, itsmanagement of research, and safeguarding of the standards of its awards.An excellent and valuable Reflective Analysis is open, shared across thestudent and staff community, evidence-based and evaluative. A poorReflective Analysis lacks evidence, lacks any real evaluation or analysis andis defensive. A poor Reflective Analysis frequently also makes extravagant,
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unsubstantiated claims of excellence. Annex 6 provides guidelines onproducing a Reflective Analysis.67 The Reflective Analysis should include the common data set agreed with allHEIs and MESC.68 The Reflective Analysis should include a Case Study which the institutionthinks is a good illustration of relatively recent activity in its managementand enhancement of teaching and learning, academic standards, ormanagement of research. The case study should briefly address: the natureof the issue under consideration and the rationale for development; theaction/development undertaken; progress to date and, where appropriate,outcomes achieved (positive and/or negative) and possible next steps.Case Studies should relate to completed, or nearly completed, work.69 The Reflective Analysis should be the outcome of open reflection by theinstitutional community, staff and students. The document should includea clear description of the process leading to the completion of the ReflectiveAnalysis. In particular, it should include a commentary from the Chair ofthe Student Council (or equivalent) on the involvement of students in thedevelopment of the Reflective Analysis.70 The Reflective Analysis should be accompanied by the reports of the SLRs(covering the most recent reviews across all subject areas) and the text ofthe Reflective Analysis should include an analysis of how the issues raisedby these reviews of institutional significance have been identified andtaken forward. Follow-up to the previous IWR should also be included.71 The Reflective Analysis should be accompanied by the main sources ofevidence on which it is based (key statistics, committee minutes etc) andother documents readily available which will assist the Review Team inunderstanding the processes and structures of the institution. QualityHandbooks (describing the internal quality systems and structure),prospectuses, student handbooks, guides for postgraduate students etc areall welcome.72 All documentation relevant to the IWR should be made available to theteam in electronic format, by the most convenient means: e.g. viahyperlinks in the Reflective Analysis, or by granting access to theinstitution’s intranet, or by collecting them on a USB, or by somecombination of the foregoing. Whichever means are adopted, there needsto be clear linkages between the Reflective Analysis and the relatedevidence base. In addition, each member of the Review Team should beprovided, via the Board Manager in advance of the visit, with a bound,paper copy of the Reflective Analysis provided by the institution. Papercopies of any documents that the institution itself publishes in that format(such as a Prospectus) should be available to the Review Team during thesite visit.
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73 In advance of each IWR, the Board secretariat will contact the institution toprovide guidance and support on the preparation and submission of theReflective Analysis. Key dates for the submission of material will be agreedat that stage.
Initial consideration of the Reflective Analysis74 The Reflective Analysis is a document confidential to the Board and ReviewTeam and is entirely the responsibility of the institution. However, if theinstitution wishes, the Board Manager may be consulted in the process ofcompiling the Reflective Analysis and will offer limited advice on an earlydraft if so requested. Such advice, however, would be limited to the generalstructure, approach and style of the document. The Board Manager is notin a position to offer any detailed comments on content. Followingcompletion, the Reflective Analysis will be formally submitted to the Boardsecretariat by a date agreed in advance with the secretariat who, inconsultation with the Chair of the Review Team, will decide whether theReflective Analysis provides an appropriate basis to support thecontinuation of the review. Where significant problems are identified withthe Reflective Analysis, the institution would be asked to revise itssubmission. While unlikely, this could occur where a Reflective Analysisdid not include a sufficient evidential base to support the review process.75 The Reflective Analysis will then be distributed to the Review Teammembers along with copies of the reports of the SLRs. Team members willstudy this material and identify initial matters they wish in particular topursue together with any requests they might have for furtherdocumentation they would wish to have available either in advance of, orduring, the visit. The Review Chair will collate these points and requestsand communicate them to the institution, feeding back institutionalresponses, as appropriate, to the team members. On the basis of theseinteractions, the Review Chair will discuss with the institution a possibleprogramme of meetings for the visit of the Review Team. This draft visitprogramme will be fully discussed by the full Review Team at its briefingmeeting immediately prior to the visit. Any changes to the final programmewill be notified to the institution immediately prior to the start of the visitas soon as possible following the conclusion of the Review Team briefingmeeting.
The review visit76 As indicated above, the programme for the review visit will be agreed withthe institution in advance of the start of the visit. Visits will normally lastbetween three and five days.77 It is important to emphasize that the style of the whole visit will becollegiate and open. This is a peer-based process: a discussion amongequals.
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78 Apart from the first morning, each session will be chaired by a member ofthe Review Team. Normally, although there will be an identified ReviewTeam Chair responsible for chairing of the whole review process, Teammembers (including the student member) will share the task of chairingindividual meetings during the visit.79 All Review visits will start with the programme for the first half-day beinggiven over to the institution. The purpose of this is to give the institutionan opportunity to provide the team with whatever experience theyconsider would assist the team fully to understand the nature of theinstitution. It is for the institution to decide what it thinks would be mosteffective in conveying to the team the nature of the institution, its students,its teaching and learning and its management of research. This might takethe form of a series of presentations or discussions, visits or observations.It might also include a tour of facilities. The precise time allocated to this,up to half-a-day, will be agreed in advance and built in to the visitprogramme.80 Following this first session, while there will be some significant areas ofcommonality, the details of the visit programme will vary between thedifferent institutions. These will depend on the matters of particularinterest to the Review Team, and also, to some extent, on the size andcomplexity of the institution. Teams will inevitably wish to meet a range ofstaff at different levels from across the institution and representatives ofstakeholders involved with the institution in a variety of ways. Teams willalso wish to meet undergraduate and postgraduate students at variousstages in their learning journeys and also learning through different modes.All visit programmes will include meetings with people involved across arange of SLRs in a variety of ways.81 It is important that meetings during the review visit provide anopportunity for all involved to make their contribution to the discussion.For this reason the size of groups invited to meet the Team will be limited,normally to no more than 10.82 Each review visit programme will allow for an Open Meeting for anyonefrom the institution’s community, staff or student, to meet individually orin groups with the Review Team. The purpose of this meeting is to providean opportunity for any issues to be raised with the Team which are felt tobe relevant and important for the Review, and which have not had anopportunity to be aired elsewhere in the visit programme. Separatearrangements are made for meeting students and staff within this allocatedtime slot. However, if a mixed group of students and staff wish to meet theTeam, this will also be accommodated.83 The concluding meeting of the visit, with senior institutional staff, allowsfor final clarification of any points that remain unclear to the Review Teamat that stage. The Review Team will not attempt to provide a summary ofconclusions at this stage: these matters are complex, and the team will wish
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to reflect carefully on the evidence they have been presented with duringthe visit and in the associated documentation. However, within two weeksof the end of the visit the Chair of the Team will write to the Rector onbehalf of the Team to provide the headline outcomes of the review togetherwith the Team’s provisional judgements. All judgements remainprovisional until the final report is signed off by the Quality Board at theend of the process. It is therefore important that the Headline letter istreated by the institution as a confidential document.84 The visit, and indeed the whole process, is designed to be a dialoguebetween colleagues: it is not an ‘inspection’. The programme of meetingswill be agreed with the institution and agendas will be transparent. Themain issues raised by members of the team in their initial reading ofdocuments will be shared with the institution at the outset. As the visitproceeds, the Review Secretary will share headline thinking with theinstitution periodically, usually at the end of each day. The review style andprocess is designed to ensure that there are ‘no surprises’ at any stage forthe institution.85 Annex 9 provides an illustration of a possible timetable for a review visit.
Producing the review report86 At the conclusion of the visit, the members of the Review Team will meetto agree the outline findings of the review on the basis of all the evidenceavailable to them. At this stage the Team will agree the provisionalconclusions and judgements. On this basis the Chair will draft the‘Headlines Letter’ that will be forwarded to the Rector of the institutionwithin two weeks of the conclusion of the visit.87 At the meeting following the conclusion of the visit, the Review Team willalso agree the provisional overall structure of the report and the keyelements to be covered in the various report sections. As agreed, Teammembers will subsequently draft their report sections and forward themto the Review Secretary who will compile the first draft of the full report.The draft report will then go through various iterations overseen by theReview Chair before a near final draft is available for signing off by theChair for sending to the Rector of the institution. The institution will beinvited to comment on the draft report in relation to:

 matters of factual inaccuracy, and/or
 misunderstandings arising from factual inaccuracy.Having considered the comments received from the HEI, a penultimatedraft of the report will then be prepared and signed off by the Review Chairfor transmission to the Quality Board and copied to the Rector. At this stagethe draft report is still confidential and its findings provisional.
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88 The Quality Board will meet to consider this penultimate draft of theReport. The Rector of the institution concerned will be invited to join thismeeting at one point. This will allow the Rector the opportunity tocomment on the review in general and the report in particular. This willalso provide an opportunity for the Board and the Rector to have adiscussion on key points raised in the Report. Following the departure ofthe Rector, the Board will discuss further the report and its judgements,and agree a final version for publication.89 At this stage a copy of the final version will be sent to the Rector and alsobe sent for information to MESC. One week following this limitedcirculation, the report will be published on the QEF/RANNÍS website and apublic announcement of publication made.90 If there is potential for an appeal to be made by the institution against ajudgement, provisional notice of a possible appeal must be made by theinstitution to the Board Manager in writing within 14 days of the QualityBoard’s notification to the institution of the outcome of the relevant Boardmeeting described above in paragraph 88. In such circumstances the Boardwould allow a gap of 14 days following the issuing to the institution of theoutcome of its discussions before publishing the report. (Also see Section
5 on Complaints and Appeals)91 While reports will vary in format to meet the requirements of eachindividual review, it is likely that reports will follow the broad formatoutlined in Annex 10.92 The timeline for the various stages of production of the report is includedin Annex 8.

Judgements in the reports93 The QEF is built on a foundation of the secure management of quality,standards and research by the autonomous Icelandic HEIs. It is, therefore,important that the QEF should provide a clear expression of the level ofconfidence that everyone can have in the strength of this foundation. Thisis very important to diverse audiences, including: the particularinstitutional community itself; the rest of the Icelandic higher educationsector; current and future student populations; the Icelandic Governmentand society; employers and professions; and, various internationalaudiences. To this end, the IWR reports from the Quality Board willconclude by offering a summary judgement on the confidence that can beheld in the ability of the institution to manage effectively and securely boththe quality of the learning experience it provides to students, and thestandards of the degrees and other qualifications it awards. Review Teamswill express their level of confidence in the institution’s management ofquality and standards in one of three forms: confidence, limited confidenceor no confidence - as explained in more detail in the paragraphs below. Thefirst two of these categories are considered to indicate a performance
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which meets or exceeds a minimum threshold of confidence. The finalcategory of no confidence in the management of quality and standards isregarded as a failing judgement i.e. an approach to managing qualityand/or standards by an institution that does not meet minimum thresholdrequirements. In general, these judgements are very significant. To declareconfidence in an institution’s processes and procedures for managingquality and standards provides a very significant reassurance to both theinstitution’s community itself and also to external stakeholders – bothnational and international. As indicated previously, no judgements will beoffered in relation to the management of research in the second cycle.Instead, commentaries will be offered in relation to the management ofresearch including commentary on strategic management, outputs,external support and impact.94 Judgements of confidence in the management of quality of the student
experience (quality) and/or standards of degrees and awards
(standards) will be given where the evidence indicates that the institutionis systematically managing its quality securely and safeguarding thestandards of its awards on a firm evidence base, and that this will continuein the future. In addition, such an institution will, in general, be using itsquality management processes and structures to systematically enhancethe quality of the student experience. Within an overall judgement of
confidence there may be some areas where the management of quality isnot yet fully effective, but not to the extent of posing a significant threat tothe overall quality of the student experience or the standards of theirawards, and there is clear evidence that appropriate developments are inhand.95 Where the evidence indicated that there were factors which, in a moreserious way, limited the confidence that could be held in the institution’smanagement of either current or future standards or quality, then ajudgement of limited confidence in the management of quality and/or
standards would be given. It is important to note that a ‘limitedconfidence’ judgement is not a judgement of failure, but it does indicatethat improvements must be made timeously in order to safeguard thelearning experience of current and/or future students and/or secure thestandards of their awards.96 In cases where there appeared to be significant limitations on theinstitution’s ability to manage its quality or standards, then a judgement of
no confidence in the management of quality and/or standards will begiven. In such a case there will be substantial evidence of a serious andfundamental weakness in the institution’s ability to safeguard standardsand/or to maintain an acceptable quality of provision, and there is nosubstantive evidence of a plan being imminent to substantially andsecurely improve the process.97 In each category of judgement, where the evidence suggests that it wouldbe appropriate to do so, teams may distinguish between the current
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management of quality and/or standards and the likely futuremanagement of quality and/or standards.98 A fuller framework for the judgements criteria is given in Annex 11.
Follow-up to IWR99 In all cases, it is intended that the review report will serve as an importantand useful document in continuing strategic and operational planningwithin the institution. Institutional use of the IWR Report linked to theReflective Analysis is by far the most important follow-up and outcome toIWR. However, in relation to the Quality Board, the required follow-upactivities will depend on the confidence judgement reached.100 In cases of confidence in the management of quality and standards, theonly requirement is that the institution produces a written year-on reporton the first anniversary of publication by the Quality Board of the finalversion of the IWR report. This year-on report will be discussed at the nextAnnual Meeting with the Board representative, and will normally bepublished on the Board’s website alongside the original Review Report.The purpose of the brief year-on report is to indicate how the main pointsraised in the report have been taken forward by the institution and toprovide an updating in relation to any major changes in the institution thatwould have a bearing on the matters raised in the report. It is important tonote that the year-on activities are not conducted in the context of acompliance culture. It is for the institution to reflect on its report anddecide on appropriate follow-up actions and activities. The year-on reportshould be relatively brief and unlikely to exceed ten pages.101 Because of the relatively long review cycle, in year 3 or 4 following thepublication of an IWR Report in which all judgements are of confidence,there will be a Mid-term Progress Report. This will be undertaken as partof the Annual Meeting in that year. On that occasion, the Board memberwho undertakes the Annual Meetings will be joined by a member (normallythe Chair) of the institution’s Review Team. Two weeks in advance of thismeeting, the institution is asked to submit to the Board Manager anelectronic copy of a brief progress report which is unlikely to exceedtwenty pages, unless it particularly suits the institution to do so. ThisProgress Report should indicate the progress made by the institution sincethe IWR in following through matters raised in the IWR Report and theinstitution’s associated Action Plan. At the Annual Meeting, the discussionon this Progress Report will be led by the representative of the IWR Team.Following this Annual Meeting, the institution’s Progress Report (amendedin the light of discussion at the Annual Meeting if the institution so wishes)will be forwarded to the Board. This will be accompanied by a briefcommentary from the Review Team representative. The Board will thensign-off these documents for publication on the QEF website alongside theinitial IWR Report and the Year-on Report. Through these mechanisms
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there is a consistent flow of public information provided on each institutionthroughout the cycle.102 In cases of judgements of limited confidence in the management of
quality and/or standards, the institution will be asked to produce anAction Plan that will address how the weaknesses identified will beremedied. The Action Plan should be submitted to the Board Managerwithin two months of receipt of the final report. The Quality Board,normally in consultation with both the Review Chair and the institution,will make a judgement on the potential adequacy of the Action Plan toaddress the identified weaknesses. In the event of a Plan being deemedinadequate, a representative of the Quality Board (together with the BoardManager) will meet with the Rector or senior representative of theinstitution to agree a speedy resolution. In the unlikely event of a failure toagree an Action Plan, the Board will report to MESC that it is unable to fulfilits obligations in this particular context and take instruction from MESC.Until the matter is resolved, the report, including judgments, will stand.The Board will take no further action until advised by MESC. In themeantime, the Board would continue to engage fully with the institutionthrough annual and other meetings and other mechanisms. Otherwise,once the Action Plan is agreed, the Board will monitor the implementationof the Action Plan, and, on completion to the Board’s satisfaction, will issuea brief report that would be published on the QEF website alongside theoriginal IWR Report. Further information on these steps and timescales isprovided in Annex 8.103 In cases of any judgement of limited confidence, when the Board isconsidering the satisfactory completion of the implementation of theAction Plan, the Board, following discussion with the institution, will alsodecide on the timing of the Annual Meeting for which the more generalMid-Term Progress Report should be prepared (see Paragraph 102above).104 In cases of judgements of no confidence in the management of quality
and standards, the Board would urgently arrange a meeting involving theinstitution, MESC and the Chair of the Quality Board to discuss the outcomeof the IWR. Thereafter, it would be for MESC to decide on the mostappropriate way forward.

The environment of enhancement105 Having outlined the consequences of various outcomes in the precedingparagraphs, it is important to re-emphasise that the QEF operates in anenvironment of enhancement where the institutions, Quality Council andQuality Board are all working in a supportive partnership to enhance thequality of all provision. The supportive and developmental environmentcreated by the Quality Council and Board will continue to build on theexisting strengths demonstrated throughout the first cycle of the QEF.
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SECTION	5:	Complaints	and	Appeals

Rationale106 This section of the Handbook defines and outlines the processes for takingforward complaints and appeals relating to the work of the Quality Boardor any group formally working on behalf of the Board.
Definitions107 Complaints refer to any dissatisfaction with the services, actions orbehaviour of any individual or group acting in a formal capacity on behalfof the Quality Board. Complaints may arise in the context of any aspect ofthe Board’s work including, but not limited to, review activity. An appealis a challenge to a specific judgement in relation to IWR.
Complaints108 Complaints should be raised at the earliest possible time by thecomplainant, normally directly with the person involved or theimmediately relevant individual (e.g. an IWR Team Secretary or Chair) assoon as practicable after the cause of the grievance becomes evident. Everyreasonable attempt should be made to resolve the cause of the complaintas soon as practicable at this local and informal stage. It is anticipated thatlocal resolution will normally be possible.109 However, if local resolution is not possible or satisfactory in the eyes of thecomplainant, the complaint should be escalated by the complainant bysubmitting the complaint in writing to the Board Manager. The writtencomplaint should be received by the Board Manager within ten workingdays of the cause for complaint occurring. The Board Manager willacknowledge receipt of the complaint within a further five working days ofreceipt of the written complaint. Normally, the Board Manager will dealwith the complaint in person, and will respond in writing within fourweeks of the receipt of the written complaint. In seeking to resolve thecomplaint, the Board Manager may consult with a neutral member of theQuality Board (but not the Chair). If the complainant is unwilling to acceptthis outcome, this should be stated in writing within ten working days fromreceipt of the outcome from the Board Manager. Such a statement shouldbe addressed to the Chair of the Quality Board who will review the case andall associated evidence. The Board Chair will come to a judgement (inconsultation with one other neutral Board member who has had noprevious involvement in the case) regarding the complaint. Thecomplainant will then be informed of the outcome in writing, normallywithin ten days of receipt of the appeal by the Board Chair in writing. Thedecision of the Board Chair is final and no further consideration of thecomplaint is possible.
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110 If the complaint concerns the Board Manager and local resolution is notpossible, the process described above (Paragraphs 108-109) should befollowed substituting the Chair of the Board for the Board Manager. TheChair of the Board will not deal personally with the complaint in the firstinstance, but will pass it to a neutral Board member to deal with in the firstinstance. This leaves the Board Chair free to act as the final arbiter ifrequired as outlined in Paragraph 109 above.
Appeals111 An appeal is a challenge to a specific judgement in IWR. An appeal can only

be made against a limited or no confidence judgement. The onlygrounds for an appeal relate to Procedure: ‘Irregularity of suchsignificance that the legitimacy of decisions are called into question’.112 An appeal can only be made following the HEI’s receipt of the final DraftReport, ie following the meeting of the Quality Board to agree the final IWRReport and associated judgements. All communications relating to anappeal should be with the Board Manager, except where the BoardManager is implicated in the appeal, in which case all communicationswould be through a Board member with no links to the institutionconcerned. Formal written notification of the intention to appeal should bereceived by the Board Manager within 14 days of the Board’s notificationto the institution of the outcome of the relevant Board meeting as describedin paragraph 88 above. If an IWR Report is eligible for appeal (i.e. if itcontains any judgement less than confidence), the Board will not proceedto publication of the report until the 14 day limit for appeal notification hasbeen passed. If no written notice of intention to appeal is forthcoming, theBoard will then proceed to publication of the IWR Report. In the event of awritten notice of intention to appeal being received within the fourteen-day time limit, publication will be suspended at least until the outcome ofthe appeal has been established.113 The full appeal should be submitted in writing to the Board Manager withina further two weeks i.e. a total of 28 days from the relevant Board meetingwhich confirmed the final IWR Report and judgements.114 Normally, the process of resolving an appeal will be completed within fourworking weeks (ie excluding holiday periods) from the date of receipt ofthe full written complaint from the institution.115 The appeal must state clearly the precise grounds which form the basis ofthe appeal (in the terms covered in Paragraph 111 above) and thejudgement(s) that are being appealed against. Any complaints raisedpreviously in relation to the IWR should be referred to. If there were noprevious complaints raised by the institution, it should be made clear whythe matter was not raised at an earlier stage. It should be demonstrated inthe appeal how the procedural irregularity has been of such significance asto affect the judgement of the Team.
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116 The Review Team Chair, in consultation with the Team, will be asked bythe Board Manager to provide a written response to the institution’swritten appeal. The Chair’s response will be shared (for information only)with the institution.117 There are then two stages to dealing with an appeal. At Stage 1, initialconsideration will be given by an Independent Adjucator, experienced ininternational review activity including IWR within the Icelandic QEF. Thisindividual will be supported by the Board Manager, but will act and reportindependently. If it is felt necessary by the individual, the Board Managermay contact the institution for points of clarification. Following carefulconsideration of the facts, if she/he concludes that there are no reasonablegrounds for appeal in terms of the regulations described in the QEF
Handbook, the institution will be informed of the outcome and the appealwill proceed no further. No subsequent appeal is possible against thisoutcome within the QEF, and the Board will proceed to publish the IWRReport.118 If the Independent Adjudicator finds that there are reasonable grounds foran appeal in the evidence submitted, the appeal will then progress to Stage2 where the appeal will be considered by a small Stage 2 Appeal Panel. TheStage 2 Appeal Panel will comprise three independent internationalexperts who have experience within the Icelandic QEF. The Appeal Panelwill meet (in person or electronically) to consider the appeal and reviewall the evidence produced for Stage 1 and also the report of the expert fromStage 1. If it is felt necessary by the Appeal Panel, the institution may becontacted for points of clarification. Normally, following carefulconsideration of the facts, the Appeal Panel will reach a conclusion at theend of this meeting. The Appeal Panel will conclude either to “uphold theoriginal IWR judgement(s)”, or “remand back to the Board”. Nopresentations or other attendance will be permitted at this meeting. Theruling of the Stage 2 Appeal Panel is final within the QEF processes.119 Where the Stage 2 Appeal Panel rules that the appeal should be rejectedand original judgement(s) upheld, the Board will proceed to publish theIWR Report.120 The Stage 2 Appeal Panel will uphold the appeal when, in the view of thePanel, the evidence demonstrates clearly that there has been such asignificant procedural deviation that the associated judgement is unsound.The decision of the Stage 2 Appeal Panel to uphold the appeal will bebinding and will be communicated to the Board for forwarding to theinstitution.121 In addition, if an appeal is upheld, the Stage 2 Panel will recommend to theBoard consequential action. The Board will consider this recommendationfrom the Stage 2 Appeal Panel and communicate the Board’s decision on
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consequential action to the institution within ten working days of receivingthe report from the Stage 2 Appeal Panel. The Board can decide:a. to set aside the entire review and undertake a fresh IWR with a freshReview Team. At the discretion of the institution, the institutionmay re-submit the original RA; submit an addendum or annex inaddition to the original RA; or, submit a fresh RA. This decision to‘set aside’ will only be taken where, in the view of the Board and inthe light of the advice of the Stage 2 Appeal Panel, the reason forupholding the appeal is so serious as to render the whole processquestionable.Alternatively, the Board can decide:b. to uphold the Report with amendments and/or altered judgementsin the light of the report of the Stage 2 Appeals Panel. In thesecircumstances, the Board will publish the revised Report within twoweeks of the Board meeting to consider the report of the Stage 2Appeals Panel. This final report will be prepared by the BoardSecretary and signed off by the Board Chair.
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SECTION	6:	Annual	meetings	with	representatives	of	the	
Quality	Board

Rationale122 The Annual Meetings are a key channel of communication between eachinstitution and the Board. It is beneficial for each institution to have aregular and structured point of contact with the Quality Board. This isnecessary in order that the Board sustains good institutional relationshipsand understands the dynamics of each institution. It is also important thatthe Board is kept up to date in relation to institutional developments andpressures. Equally, it is important that the Board has an opportunity toupdate institutional colleagues in relation to Board activities. One of themost significant features of the QEF is to operate a ‘no surprises’ policy –the maintenance of an open dialogue between the Board and theinstitutions through the Annual Meetings is an essential aspect of thispolicy. Processes for considering the IWR Year-on Report and forconducting the Mid-term Progress Report activities are built into thestructure of Annual meetings as described above in Section 4.
Operation and format123 The timing of the Annual Meetings is arranged in order to be mutuallyconvenient for both the institution and the Board representatives. Themeetings will normally last up to half a day – but can be longer by mutualagreement. The Annual Meeting to consider the Mid-term Progress Reportlasts one full day. This meeting will involve a group of senior staff andstudents agreed in advance. Apart from this occasion, it is entirely up to theinstitution to decide who will meet with the Board representatives. Thenormal pattern is that the group is relatively small (to maintaininformality) and includes: the Rector; the senior member of staffresponsible for managing the quality system; staff responsible for chairingkey institutional committees and units; and, student representatives. Thedetails regarding attendance at the Annual Meeting are discussedinformally prior to each Meeting.124 From the Board, there will be one identified member who will be attachedto each institution for the second cycle, to be involved in the AnnualMeetings. To avoid any conflict of interests, that Board member will nottake part in confirming the judgements following that institution’s IWR.125 Apart from the Mid-term Progress Report, the agenda for each AnnualMeeting will be proposed by the institution and agreed with the relevantBoard member. The following points indicate likely areas for inclusion:

 An overview of recent developments in the institution and discussion ofcurrent issues
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 A discussion of each of the SLRs completed since the previous AnnualMeeting
 A discussion of developments in Board matters
 An update from student representatives on student-related quality matters
 Additional possible agenda items can be agreed upon in advance throughdiscussions between the Board’s Secretariat and the institution’s QualityManager
 In the year (or two) in advance of an institution’s IWR, discussion onplanning for the IWR would be appropriate (although this can be an itemfor discussion at any Annual Meeting at the discretion of the institution)
 In the year following the IWR, the Annual Meeting will include discussionof the Year-on Repor.
 The agenda for the Annual Meeting dealing with the mid-term Review ofprogress following the IWR (year 3 or 4) is discussed in Section 4 above(IWR)

Documentation and records126 In general, there is no requirement to produce any documentation orpapers specifically for these meetings. It may be that the institution wouldwish to share existing papers or documents for information with the Boardrepresentatives, but this is not a requirement. When appropriate, the Year-on Report and Mid-term Progress Report should be made available inadvance of the meeting as noted in the following paragraph. Similarly,there will not be a formal record of the outcomes of discussion at AnnualMeetings. Following the Annual Meeting, a file note will be made by theBoard of the topics discussed. This is purely for Board information and toassist in planning the next annual discussion. These file notes will not formpart of any formal record and will not be available to IWR Review Teammembers. The file note will be shared with the institution.127 Exceptions to the no requirement for documentation are the Mid-termProgress Report and the ‘Year-on Report’. The requirements for the Mid-term Progress Report are discussed above (see Section 4). The Year-onReport is discussed in paragraph 100 above. Depending on timing, if theinstitution so chooses, it could produce a draft of the Year-on Report forthe Annual Meeting and produce a final version following the meeting. Thatis entirely for the institution to decide.



SECTION	7:	Special	Quality	Board-led	reviews

Rationale128 There are some circumstances in which the Board may carry out specialreviews outwith the normal cycle of IWRs outlined in Section 4 above. Forexample, an institution or collection of institutions may request a review;MESC may request a review; there could be a request for a system-widereview of some aspect of provision; the Quality Council or the QualityBoard itself may wish to initiate a review. In such cases, special reviews fitfor the specific purpose intended would be devised and conducted. Thegeneral principles that would be followed in such cases are outlined brieflybelow. It is anticipated that such reviews would be infrequent.
Institution-commissioned reviews129 In general it is not the role of the Board to undertake reviews forinstitutions other than as indicated in the preceding sections. Indeed theBoard is keen to support the continuing development of effective androbust internal quality management systems of the institutionsthemselves. There might, however, be an exceptional set of circumstances(e.g. significant and relatively widespread elements of systemic failure)where it was difficult or impossible for an institution to undertake aparticular review itself. In these circumstances, the Rector should contactthe Chair of the Quality Board to arrange an early informal and confidentialdiscussion to explore options. Similarly, a consortium of HEIs, actingtogether, could commission and pay for such a review. Reports from suchreviews would not generally be published by the Board unless this isagreed in advance.
Ministry-commissioned reviews130 There may be occasions when it would be appropriate for MESC tocommission a special review from the Board. For example, there could bea requirement for an overall review of teacher training or distance andblended learning in Iceland. In such cases, special reviews would bedesigned and executed by the Board and funded by MESC. These reviewswould be carried out in accordance with all relevant laws and regulations.In executing these reviews, the Board would maintain full independence.
Quality Council-initiated special reviews131 The Quality Council might decide that it required to collect systematicevidence on an aspect of provision across institutions. For example, as partof its support of enhancement it might wish to survey student or employerfeedback systems across Iceland. In such circumstances it might beappropriate to commission a special Board review. Requests for suchspecial reviews would normally be discussed initially between the Chairs
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of the Quality Council and Board to agree a broad methodology, timescaleand funding. Normally, the reports of such reviews would be published bythe Quality Council, either independently or jointly with the Board.
Piloting the extended model of research evaluation132 A further form of special review that will be undertaken during the secondcycle will be the piloting of a methodology for the evaluation andinternational benchmarking of research outputs referred to in Section 3.During the second cycle, the Board will establish a Research EvaluationAdvisory Committee (REAC) to support the further development of theevaluation of research within the QEF. Part of the remit of REAC will be toundertake the development and piloting of the extended model of researchevaluation referred to above, in Paragraph 42. This model will be focussedon producing a methodology for the evaluation of research outputs in aninternational context. The piloting will be on a very limited scale andundertaken on a voluntary basis.



SECTION	8:	The	Quality	Council	
Rationale133 The structures of the Quality Council and the Quality Board reflect andembody the fundamental principles of the Icelandic Quality EnhancementFramework. The key role given to the Quality Council reflects thefundamental ownership of quality and standards by the autonomous HEIsand their students, together with the strong influence on the QEF ofIcelandic structures and higher education cultures. On the other hand, theinternational and independent structure of the Board reflects theprinciples of international excellence and independence of action andjudgement. Together, the Council and Board provide a powerful platformfor assuring and enhancing quality and safeguarding the standards of theawards of Icelandic higher education. Their activities taken together reflectthe pressures and priorities of Iceland, but continue to locate the qualityand standards of the higher education system firmly in a global context.
Structure134 The membership of the Council is rooted in the HEIs of Iceland involvingthe senior staff with responsibility for institution-wide management ofquality in the seven HEIs. Reflecting the importance of student engagementin the QEF, there are two students of Icelandic HEIs in full membership ofthe Council. The Council elects its own Chair from among the institutionalrepresentatives. For more detail on the Council, please refer to Annex 2.
Remit135 The Remit of the Council includes:

 Supporting the sector on the development and enhancement of internalquality mechanisms
 Sponsoring a range of activities (workshops, seminars etc) to support thesector in enhancing the student experience, and maintaining standards inIcelandic higher education
 Liaising with the Quality Board on the development and methodology ofexternal quality assurance through meetings that generally occur once persemester
 Producing a range of publications designed to support the institutions inenhancing the student experience, quality and standards. drawing on, interalia, the reports of the Quality Board, and material produced by ENQA
 Being a forum for discussion on national policy that affects quality andstandards in Icelandic Higher Education in Iceland
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 Holding joint meetings with the Quality Board each semester
Activities136 The Council provides a key forum for the exchange of information and goodpractice on managing and enhancing quality in the Icelandic sector. Withinthe resources available to it,, the Council continues to provide an importantfocus for sharing practice, mutual support and advising the work of theBoard. In this regard, it is important to note that the Chair of the Council isinvited to all meetings of the Board and receives all Board papers, the onlyexclusions being of matters specifically relating to one of the Icelandicinstitutions.137 During the first phase of the QEF, the Council played an extremelyimportant role in running a series of developmental workshops in areassuch as “Preparing a Reflective Analysis” and “Good practice in SLR”, aswell as providing an important ongoing forum for discussion on emergingexperience of the QEF.138 In general, it is hoped that, should resources permit, the Council will be ableto undertake a more extensive range of workshop and developmentactivities that would support all institutions and practitioners in thefurther enhancement in the management of research, teaching andlearning and security of the standards of awards.
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SECTION	9:	Monitoring	and	review	of	the	QEF

Rationale139 It is important that the QEF should practise what it preaches by itselfengaging in systematic evidence-based reflection. The followingparagraphs outline the approach to monitoring and review of the QEF.
Annual monitoring140 All formal interactions in the IWR are formally monitored through briefquestionnaires. All Review Teams are asked for feedback relating to theirtraining and preparation for reviews, to the support received duringreviews and to their role in the preparation of Reports. Similarly, allinstitutions are asked to provide information on their review experience –before, during and following review. This information feeds into theBoard’s ongoing reflections and shaping of practice and accumulates toprovide valuable input over the cycle into the next end of cycle evaluation.Feedback is also sought on the effectiveness of the Annual Meetings and onany events sponsored by the Quality Board.141 There is an annual conference for the sector organized jointly by theCouncil and Board at which outcomes from Board monitoring are fed backto the sector and additional contributions invited. The conference alsoprovides the opportunity to engage with topics in managing quality,standards and research currently relevant to the sector.142 In addition, there is regular feedback from the Quality Council provided byits Chair at meetings of the Quality Board.143 Where the monitoring evidence indicates that it would be desirable tomake minor changes to the QEF, this is undertaken by the Board followingconsultation with the Council and MESC as appropriate. Any such minorchange is documented and published as an annex to the Handbook anddistributed to all institutions.
Periodic review144 At the end of the second cycle, a full review of the QEF will be undertakenduring the built-in year of reflection. This will draw on evidence from theaccumulation of the annual monitoring process, an independent survey ofkey stakeholders, and discussion with the Rectors’ Conference, MESCofficials, the Quality Council and the national and local StudentAssociations. In the light of the evidence received, the Board will thenprepare a draft of proposed revisions to the QEF for discussion,consideration and agreement.
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Annex	1:	The	Quality	Board	membership	and	remit

AboutThe role of the Board, under commission from the Icelandic Government, is todevelop, maintain, and oversee the operation of the QEF in line withinternational good practice and in sympathy with Icelandic culture, traditions,social and legal frameworks. In fulfilling its role, the Board liaises closely withthe Icelandic Government, Icelandic Rectors’ Conference and the National Unionfor Icelandic Students . When developing recommendations for significantchange to the QEF, as for example in the development of QEF2, it is ultimately forGovernment to agree or otherwise such changes or developments before theycan be introduced. Once agreed, however, the Board will act independently inmanaging and overseeing the operation of the QEF.In carrying out all its functions and in its behaviours the Board will continue tooperate in line with international good practice including that identified by theEuropean Network of Quality Assurance Agencies (ENQA) and the InternationalNetwork of Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher Education (INQAAHE).Board members and chair are appointed by MESC, taking into account genderbalance. For a listing of current members of the Quality Board, please visit theQuality Enhancement Framework‘s website at:https://en.rannis.is/activities/quality-enhancement-framework/The Quality Board is supported in all its operations by a Quality Board Manager.
RemitThe remit of the Quality Board will include, under commission from MESC:

 Designing the methodology for the external assurance and enhancementof quality and standards for recommendation to MESC, followingconsultation with the Quality Council.
 Publishing a handbook on the methodology to be implemented for theexternal assurance of quality and standards.
 Overseeing the execution of the agreed scheme for the external assuranceof quality and standards.
 Ensuring proper mechanisms for complaints and appeals in externalquality assurance processes.
 Publishing reports on the outcomes of the quality assurance processes.
 Consulting with the Quality Council in relation to methodologies forexternal quality assurance.
 Advising the Quality Council and MESC on internal approaches to qualityassurance and enhancement.
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 Reporting to MESC and the Quality Council on the outcomes of theexternal quality reviews.
 Advising the Quality Council on enhancement activities.
 Seeking external benchmarking of the operations of the Quality Board,including regular external review.

LanguageThe normal working language of the Quality Board, its panels, sub‐groups andworking parties will be English. The prime language of its reports and anypublications will be English with translations provided as appropriate.
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Annex	2:	The	Quality	Council	membership	and	remit

Membership:The members of the Quality Council are appointed by the MESC, drawn fromeach of the HEIs in Iceland. In addition there are two student members ofCouncil.In general, representatives of the HEIs on the Quality Council are the senior staffwith institutional responsibility for managing quality and standards.Student members of the Quality Council are appointed by the National Union forIcelandic Students.A representative of MESC attends Quality Council meetings as an observer, asdoes the Manager of the Quality Board.The Chair of the Quality Council is elected by and from the membership, andattends Quality Board meetings as an ex officio member without voting rights.(Where agenda items of the Quality Board would create a possible conflict ofinterest, or where matters related to a particular Icelandic institution are on theBoard agenda, the Chair of the Council withdraws from the Board meeting forthat item.)For a listing of current members of the Quality Council, please visit the QualityBoard‘s website at: https://en.rannis.is/activities/quality-enhancement-framework/
Remit:The remit of the Quality Council includes:

 Supporting the sector on the development and enhancement of internalquality mechanisms.
 Sponsoring a range of activities (workshops, seminars etc) to support thesector in enhancing the student experience, and maintaining standards inIcelandic higher education.
 Liaising with the Quality Board on the development and methodology ofexternal quality assurance through meetings that generally occur onceper semester.
 Producing a range of publications designed to support the institutions inenhancing the student experience, quality and standards, drawing on,

inter alia, the reports of the Quality Board, and material produced byENQA.
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 Serving as a forum for discussion on national policy that affects qualityand standards in Icelandic Higher Education.The Quality Council has joint meetings with the Quality Board each semester.
LanguageThe normal working language of the Quality Council will be Icelandic, exceptwhere documents are produced for the Quality Board.
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Annex	3:	Icelandic	Quality	Board	for	Higher	Education

Conflict	of	Interest	Statement
BackgroundElements of the QEF involve the appointment of externals to key roles in which itis vital that conflicts of interests are avoided. Specifically, this relates to theappointment of externals to the review panels for Institution-led Subject LevelReviews and also to the panel members for Board-led IWRs Reviews. The HEIs inIceland have their own internal requirements for avoiding conflicts of interestregarding the appointment of externals to fulfil various roles. In general, it isexpected that the requirements of HEIs for avoiding conflicts of interest in theirown processes will be in harmony with the Board’s requirements. However, forthe avoidance of doubt the following brief note has been prepared to outline therequirements of the Board.Given the diversity of possible circumstances, it is both impossible andundesirable to provide an exhaustive list of factors that could create a potentialconflict of interest. Colleagues are asked in all cases to consider the meaning ofconflict of interest as outlined in the next paragraph. It is always helpful to giveexplicit consideration to the matter of potential conflicts when making orrecommending these appointments. As a final note, it is usually better to err onthe side of caution in these matters.
Description of material conflict of interestWithin the QEF, a material conflict of interest exists when there arecircumstances pertaining to an individual in the context of a particularinstitution that may impair, or be reasonably assumed to impair, the objectivityof the individual’s professional judgement. In addition, the Board will ask itself,“seen from the outside”, are there any circumstances pertaining to the individualin the context of that institution which may impair, or be assumed to impair, theindividual’s objective professional judgement. It is also the responsibility of theperson signing this statement to identify where conflict of interest exists or mayexist.
Factors contributing to a material conflict of interestThe following factors exemplify a material conflict of interest:

 A family member or close relation – any close relation either throughblood or current or previous partnerships
 A friend – a close personal friend of any individual with any significantrole in the context under review
 A current or recent* employee of the institution

* Recent is defined as past 5 years
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 A recent*, or immediately prospective, applicant for employment at theinstitution
 A graduate of the institution
 A current or recent* professional colleague from outwith the institutionwith whom significant joint professional activities have been undertaken.(e.g. co-author or co-researcher)

The following factors may contribute to a material conflict of interest. In thesecases very careful consideration needs to be given to the potential (actual orperceived) material conflict of interest. Any of these factors should be explicitlyrecognized and stated and the matter explicitly weighed in the balance. In thecontext of Institution-led Reviews, the Board would be very happy to discuss thematter informally and in total confidence.
 An ex-employee of the institution who has maintained a close formal orinformal relationship with the institution or relevant individuals withinthe institution
 A current or recent* research supervisor
 A distant relation
 A colleague who has been part of a shared professional large group butnot necessarily described as a close colleague, e.g. a minor collaborator ina relatively large research team
 An employee who left the institution more than 5 years previously
 A previous applicant for a post at the institution more than 5 yearspreviously.

ApplicationThe Board will apply these criteria to the appointment of members of its reviewpanels for IWR. The Board will undertake all reasonable action to ensure that no“material conflict of interest” exists between an institution and a potentialreviewer (i.e. a conflict of interest which is significant and relevant to thatparticular context. See above, paragraph 2.) Potential reviewers will be asked tosign a statement confirming that no material conflict exists. Institutions are alsoasked to confirm that this is the case.In the appointment of externals on Institution-led Subject Level Reviews,institutions have the responsibility to confirm that no material conflict ofinterest applies. In any cases where the institution is uncertain whether or not amaterial conflict of interest exists, advice should be sought from the Board.
* Recent is defined as past 5 years
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Annex	4:	European	Standards	and	Guidelines	(2015)

ESG Standard 1.1: Policy for Quality Assurance

-StandardInstitutions should have a policy for quality assurance that is made public andforms part of their strategic management. Internal stakeholders should developand implement this policy through appropriate structures and processes, whileinvolving external stakeholders.
-GuidelinesPolicies and processes are the main pillars of a coherent institutional qualityassurance system that forms a cycle for continuous improvement andcontributes to the accountability of the institution. It supports the developmentof quality culture in which all internal stakeholders assume responsibility forquality and engage in quality assurance at all levels of the institution. In order tofacilitate this, the policy has a formal status and is publicly available.Quality assurance policies are most effective when they reflect the relationshipbetween research and learning & teaching and take account of both the nationalcontext in which the institution operates, the institutional context and itsstrategic approach. Such a policy supports :-- the organisation of the quality assurance system;-- departments, schools, faculties and other organisational units as well as thoseof institutional leadership, individual staff members and students to take on theirresponsibilities in quality assurance;-- academic integrity and freedom and is vigilant against academic fraud;-- guarding against intolerance of any kind or discrimination against the studentsor staff;-- the involvement of external stakeholders in quality assurance.The policy translates into practice through a variety of internal quality assuranceprocesses that allow participation across the institution. How the policy isimplemented, monitored and revised is the institution’s decision.The quality assurance policy also covers any elements of an institution’sactivities that are subcontracted to or carried out by other parties
ESG Standard 1.2: Design and Approval of Programmes

-StandardInstitutions should have processes for the design and approval of theirprogrammes. The programmes should be designed so that they meet theobjectives set for them, including the intended learning outcomes. Thequalification resulting from a programme should be clearly specified andcommunicated, and refer to the correct level of the national qualificationsframework for higher education and, consequently, to the Framework forQualifications of the European Higher Education Area.
-GuidelinesStudy programmes are at the core of the HEIs’ teaching mission. They providestudents with both academic knowledge and skills including those that are
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transferable, which may influence their personal development and may beapplied in their future careers.Programmes-- are designed with overall programme objectives that are in line with theinstitutional strategy and have explicit intended learning outcomes;-- are designed by involving students and other stakeholders in the work;-- benefit from external expertise and reference points;-- reflect the four purposes of higher education of the Council of Europe (cf.Scope and Concepts);-- are designed so that they enable smooth student progression;-- define the expected student workload, e.g. in ECTS;-- include well-structured placement opportunities where appropriate;-- are subject to a formal institutional approval process.
ESG Standard 1.3: Student-Centered Learning, Teaching and Assessment

-StandardInstitutions should ensure that the programmes are delivered in a way thatencourages students to take an active role in creating the learning process, andthat the assessment of students reflects this approach.
-GuidelinesStudent-centred learning and teaching plays an important role in stimulatingstudents’ motivation, self-reflection and engagement in the learning process.This means careful consideration of the design and delivery of studyprogrammes and the assessment of outcomes.The implementation of student-centred learning and teaching-- respects and attends to the diversity of students and their needs, enablingflexible learning paths;-- considers and uses different modes of delivery, where appropriate;-- flexibly uses a variety of pedagogical methods;-- regularly evaluates and adjusts the modes of delivery and pedagogicalmethods;-- encourages a sense of autonomy in the learner, while ensuring adequateguidance and support from the teacher;-- promotes mutual respect within the learner-teacher relationship;-- has appropriate procedures for dealing with students’ complaints.Considering the importance of assessment for the students’ progression andtheir future careers, quality assurance processes for assessment take intoaccount the following:-- Assessors are familiar with existing testing and examination methods andreceive support in developing their own skills in this field;-- The criteria for and method of assessment as well as criteria for marking arepublished in advance;-- The assessment allows students to demonstrate the extent to which theintended learning outcomes have been achieved. Students are given feedback,which, if necessary, is linked to advice on the learning process;-- Where possible, assessment is carried out by more than one examiner;-- The regulations for assessment take into account mitigating circumstances;
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-- Assessment is consistent, fairly applied to all students and carried out inaccordance with thestated procedures;-- A formal procedure for student appeals is in place.
ESG Standard 1.4: Student Admission, Progression, Recognition and
Certification

-StandardInstitutions should consistently apply pre-defined and published regulationscovering all phases of the student “life cycle”, e.g. student admission, progression,recognition and certification.
-GuidelinesProviding conditions and support that are necessary for students to makeprogress in their academic career is in the best interest of the individualstudents, programmes, institutions and systems. It is vital to have fit-for-purposeadmission, recognition and completion procedures, particularly when studentsare mobile within and across higher education systems.It is important that access policies, admission processes and criteria areimplemented consistently and in a transparent manner. Induction to theinstitution and the programme is provided.Institutions need to put in place both processes and tools to collect, monitor andact on information on student progression.Fair recognition of higher education qualifications, periods of study and priorlearning, including the recognition of non-formal and informal learning, areessential components for ensuring the students’ progress in their studies, whilepromoting mobility. Appropriate recognition procedures rely on-- institutional practice for recognition being in line with the principles of theLisbon Recognition Convention;-- cooperation with other institutions, quality assurance agencies and thenational ENIC/NARIC centre with a view to ensuring coherent recognition acrossthe country.Graduation represents the culmination of the students’ period of study. Studentsneed to receive documentation explaining the qualification gained, includingachieved learning outcomes and the context, level, content and status of thestudies that were pursued and successfully completed.
ESG Standard 1.5: Teaching Staff

-Standard:Institutions should assure themselves of the competence of their teachers. Theyshould apply fair and transparent processes for the recruitment anddevelopment of the staff.
-Guidelines:The teacher’s role is essential in creating a high quality student experience andenabling the acquisition of knowledge, competences and skills. The diversifyingstudent population and stronger focus on learning outcomes require student-
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centred learning and teaching and the role of the teacher is, therefore, alsochanging (cf. Standard 1.3).HEIs have primary responsibility for the quality of their staff and for providingthem with a supportive environment that allows them to carry out their workeffectively.Such an environment-- sets up and follows clear, transparent and fair processes for staff recruitmentand conditions of employment that recognise the importance of teaching;-- offers opportunities for and promotes the professional development ofteaching staff;-- encourages scholarly activity to strengthen the link between education andresearch;-- encourages innovation in teaching methods and the use of new technologies.
ESG Standard 1.6: Learning Resources and Student Support

-StandardInstitutions should have appropriate funding for learning and teaching activitiesand ensure that adequate and readily accessible learning resources and studentsupport are provided.
-GuidelinesFor a good higher education experience, institutions provide a range of resourcesto assist student learning. These vary from physical resources such as libraries,study facilities and IT infrastructure to human support in the form of tutors,counsellors and other advisers. The role of support services is of particularimportance in facilitating the mobility of students within and across highereducation systems.The needs of a diverse student population (such as mature, part-time, employedand international students as well as students with disabilities), and the shifttowards student-centred learning and flexible modes of learning and teaching,are taken into account when allocating, planning and providing the learningresources and student support.Support activities and facilities may be organised in a variety of ways dependingon the institutional context. However, the internal quality assurance ensures thatall resources are fit for purpose, accessible, and that students are informed aboutthe services available to them.In delivering support services the role of support and administrative staff iscrucial and therefore they need to be qualified and have opportunities to developtheir competences.
ESG Standard 1.7: Information management

-StandardInstitutions should ensure that they collect, analyse and use relevant informationfor the effective management of their programmes and other activities.
-Guidelines
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Reliable data is crucial for informed decision-making and for knowing what isworking well and what needs attention. Effective processes to collect andanalyse information about study programmes and other activities feed into theinternal quality assurance system.The information gathered depends, to some extent, on the type and mission ofthe institution. The following are of interest:-- Key performance indicators;-- Profile of the student population;-- Student progression, success and drop-out rates;-- Students’ satisfaction with their programmes;-- Learning resources and student support available;-- Career paths of graduates.Various methods of collecting information may be used. It is important thatstudents and staff are involved in providing and analysing information andplanning follow-up activities.
ESG Standard 1.8: Public information

-StandardInstitutions should publish information about their activities, includingprogrammes, which is clear, accurate, objective, up-to date and readilyaccessible.
-GuidelinesInformation on institutions’ activities is useful for prospective and currentstudents as well as for graduates, other stakeholders and the public.Therefore, institutions provide information about their activities, including theprogrammes they offer and the selection criteria for them, the intended learningoutcomes of these programmes, the qualifications they award, the teaching,learning and assessment procedures used, the pass rates and the learningopportunities available to their students as well as graduate employmentinformation.
ESG Standard 1.9: On-going Monitoring and Periodic Review of
Programmes

-StandardInstitutions should monitor and periodically review their programmes to ensurethat they achieve the objectives set for them and respond to the needs ofstudents and society. These reviews should lead to continuous improvement ofthe programme. Any action planned or taken as a result should be communicatedto all those concerned.
-GuidelinesRegular monitoring, review and revision of study programmes aim to ensurethat the provision remains appropriate and to create a supportive and effectivelearning environment for students.They include the evaluation of:
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-- The content of the programme in the light of the latest research in the givendiscipline thus ensuring that the programme is up to date;-- The changing needs of society;-- The students’ workload, progression and completion;-- The effectiveness of procedures for assessment of students;-- The student expectations, needs and satisfaction in relation to the programme;-- The learning environment and support services and their fitness for purposefor the programme.Programmes are reviewed and revised regularly involving students and otherstakeholders. The information collected is analysed and the programme isadapted to ensure that it is up-to-date. Revised programme specifications arepublished.
ESG Standard 1.10: Cyclical external quality assurance

-StandardInstitutions should undergo external quality assurance in line with the ESG on acyclical basis.
-GuidelinesExternal quality assurance in its various forms can verify the effectiveness ofinstitutions’ internal quality assurance, act as a catalyst for improvement andoffer the institution new perspectives. It will also provide information to assurethe institution and the public of the quality of the institution’s activitiesInstitutions participate in cyclical external quality assurance that takes account,where relevant, of the requirements of the legislative framework in which theyoperate. Therefore, depending on the framework, this external quality assurancemay take different forms and focus at different organisational levels (such asprogramme, faculty or institution).Quality assurance is a continuous process that does not end with the externalfeedback or report or its follow-up process within the institution. Therefore,institutions ensure that the progress made since the last external qualityassurance activity is taken into consideration when preparing for the next one.
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Annex	5:	Good	Practice	in	deploying	externals	in	SLRsIt is important to recall that in QEF2 the responsibility for SLRs lies with theinstitutions, and it is up to each institution to decide how most effectively tomanage their SLRs in general, and the deployment of externals within them inparticular. The following notes of guidance are therefore offered in response torequests for guidance in this area. As is made clear in the body of the Handbook,the key requirements are that these SLRs cover all areas of the curriculum in asystematic manner, involving students and an external(s) in the process, lead tothe production of formal reports and provide the basis for public information.
GuidanceIn every review, there should be at least 1 external visiting in person, and insome cases it may be helpful to have 2. It should be noted that the SLRs in QEF2will now include an overview of the management of research, and expertise inevaluating this area should be borne in mind when selecting externals.The appointing letters should identify the main role, demands and timescalesinvolved in the work of the externals. In QEF2, the appointments will not besanctioned by the Quality Board. The appointments are the responsibility of theinstitution, and should be approved internally through formal processes. TheSLR Report should have an annex including the outline CV(s) of the external(s)and the dates of approval of appointment as outlined above.There should be no conflict of interest, real or perceived, with theinstitution/department involved in the review.The role of the externals will be determined by the institution and relayed to theexternal on appointment. The details of the role will vary between institutionsand also between reviews, but would normally include:

 Initial sharing of the proposed overall process of SLR in draft form, withan opportunity to comment before process is finalized
 Access to all documentation given to students regarding the programmesunder review
 Access to all assessment materials
 Access to all student feedback information
 Opportunities to meet with students and staff
 Active participation (can be in a chairing or non-chairing role) in asummative meeting and the opportunity to add items to the agenda ofthat meeting
 Agreement to the validity of the report of the SLR i.e. does it fairly reflectthe process undergone, the evidence collected, and the conclusions to bedrawn from that evidence . In exceptional cases where it is difficult toreach agreement, the external would be required to add a brief personalcommentary on the basis of the disagreement. This note would beincluded in the final version of the Report.
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 Writing a short note addressed to the Head of the institution offering aview on four matters: 1) the robustness of the review process; 2) inher/his experience, the international comparability of the quality of thestudent learning experience and 3) the standards of student achievement,and 4) the effectiveness of the management of research in the unit. Theinstitution/department under review may also choose to offer theexternal the opportunity to comment in this note on other relatedmatters. These may include, but are not limited to: the department’sgeneral strengths and areas for possible improvement; strategic andaction planning in the department; utilization of resources; and researchstrategy. This note should be copied to the Quality Board.
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Annex	6:	Guidelines	for	Preparing	Reflective	Analyses

The production of a Reflective Analysis is one of the most important parts of theIWR process. Institutions have considerable freedom in how they presentinformation that is relevant to the Review in the Reflective Analysis. However,the QEF Handbook clearly outlines some materials that must be present in anyReflective Analysis. Those include an analysis of the effectiveness of mechanismsfor safeguarding standards of awards, the effectiveness of mechanisms for theenhancement of the student learning experience, and the effectiveness of themanagement of research.A main guiding principle for preparing this document is that it should be
reflective and analytical. To that end, it is helpful to include an account of whathas been learned in the process of compiling the Reflective Analysis, and how theinstitution plans to effect improvements based on these findings. In reachingconclusions, it is important to reflect on the evidence available to support theconclusions, and the relative strength of the evidence available. In general, it ishelpful to avoid anecdotal ‘evidence’ or commentaries supported only by vaguegeneralizations.Below is a list of suggested chapter headings and topics that could be covered inthe respective chapters. This list is based on a reading of all Reflective Analysessubmitted in the first cycle of QEF. The list is not intended to be a template, but isincluded as an aid to the drafting teams for Reflective Analyses.
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Suggested Structure of Reflective Analysis:1. Introduction. The function of this brief section is to orient the reader to theconstruction of the Reflective Analysis and the process of gathering evidence.This section should also include a guide to any reference material.2. About the institution. This section should outline the mission and vision of theinstitution, its quality policy, and how the quality policy is linked to strategicmanagement. This section is also intended to orientate the reader to theinstitution by providing a general introduction with key data, as well asinformation on its management and organizational structure. The drafting teamsmay also find it helpful to use this section to provide information on any majorchanges in organizational structure or policy headlines since the last review, andto highlight specific recent achievements.3. Previous quality reviews and follow-up. In this section, information on follow-up to the previous IWR would be detailed, as well as the process of, and learningfrom, any other institutional reviews conducted in the interim. This section couldalso provide an overview of the strategic follow-up of SLRs at the institutionallevel. (These are likely to be referred to in the following sections also asimportant sources of evidence.)4. Safeguarding standards of degrees awarded. This part could, for example, bedivided into two sections. The first section could detail Strategy and Policy, andinclude coverage on topics such as organisational structure for the managementof standards; use of management information; assessment practices andprocesses; externals and other benchmarks; and human resource considerations(staff appointment, induction, development, appraisal, adjunct hiring, etc.). Thesecond section could focus on the Monitoring of Standards, and cover areas suchas design, approval, monitoring and review of courses and programmes; studentadmissions; language policy; and public information management.5. The student learning experience. This section may provide coverage of someof the following topics: student recruitment, admissions, inductions, progressionand graduation; student engagement with learning; student feedback and its use;preparation for employment and further study; staff development; use of IT inlearning; learning resources; postgraduate student experience – taught andresearch; distance learning student experience; work-based learning; part-timestudent experience; contribution of student services; etc.6. Research and innovation. This section might provide an overview of theeffectiveness of the management of research across the institution, and it willprobably draw much of its evidence from the SLRs and their evaluation of themanagement of research, and the implications of these for institutional researchmanagement.7. Managing enhancement. This section is likely to be a summary of theinstitution’s priorities for enhancement growing out of the evidence used incompiling the Reflective Analysis. It could include, for example, a SWOT analysis
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and may usefully provide an action plan or action priorities for the followingperiod.8. Concluding remarks.Annexes.Case Study. One annex should provide the Case Study. This may be included inthe main document or provided as a separate document, whichever is moreconvenient. The case study should illustrate an internal QA/QE initiative, alongwith outcomes and lessons learned from that initiative.Additional annexes can contain any information, visuals or summary data that donot fit well in the main narrative of the Reflective Analysis.
NOTEThe Reflective Analysis can helpfully be accompanied by any existingdocumentation relevant to the Analysis to save duplication of effort. This willinclude prospectuses, Quality Handbooks etc. It is helpful to give the IWR ReviewTeam access to the intranet as this can often save repetition of data. In general,electronic versions of the Reflective Analysis should be available, which providespecific links to data on such central databases.
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Annex	7:	Research	Evaluation	Advisory	Committee
(ad hoc advisory committee to the Quality Board)

Membership and remit

Membership

 The members of the Research Evaluation Advisory Committee shouldreflect a broad discipline base, drawn from the following categories:
 Chair: A current member of the Quality Board, selected by and from theBoard based on experience in research and management of research.
 The Chair of the Science Committee of the Icelandic Science andTechnology Policy Council, or his or her designee.
 A nominee of the Rectors‘ Conference, selected based on experience inresearch and managing research.
 A nominee of the Rectors‘ Conference, selected based on experience inmanaging research.
 A postgraduate research student nominated through the Rectors‘Conference.
 A former QB member, selected based on experience in research andmanagement of research.
 A member selected by and from within the Quality Council.
 The Quality Board Manager will function as Secretary to the ResearchEvaluation Advisory Committee.
 The Chair of the Quality Board may attend meetings of the ResearchEvaluation Advisory Committee as an observer.
 A representative of MESC may attend REAC meetings as an observer.
 For a listing of current members of the Research Evaluation AdvisoryCommittee, please visit the Quality Board‘s website at:https://en.rannis.is/activities/quality-enhancement-framework/
 At least two nominations will be requested from the various bodies toprovide an overall balance of subject area, gender, etc.

RemitThe remit of the Research Evaluation Advisory Committee will include:
 Supporting and offering guidance on the application of the Core Model ofevaluation of research management in the QEF, considering the outcomesproduced, and advising the Board on the further development of themodel.
 Advising the Board on the development and piloting of the ExtendedModel of evaluation of research outputs in an international context.
 Supporting the further development of the evaluation of research withinthe QEF, especially taking into consideration international developmentsin the evaluation of research quality.
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 Hosting conferences in collaboration with the Quality Council on theevaluation of research management, to the extent resources permit.
 Considering how an Icelandic CRIS system and the common data set onkey figures from the HEIs published by MESC will contribute to themanagement and evaluation of research.
 Ensuring that evaluations of research management complement theBoard’s and the Council’s focus on enhancing the student learningexperience.

LanguageThe normal working language of the Research Evaluation Advisory Committeewill be English.
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Annex	8:	Suggested	Timeline	for	Preparing	IWR	ReportBelow is a suggested timeline for preparing the IWR Report following a visit ofthe Review Team to the HEI. Board and Review team will do their best to keep tothis schedule, but this must remain a suggested timeline.
Week 1: Agreement on Key ThemesAt the conclusion of meetings on the last day of site visit, the Review Teamagrees a full draft of ‘key themes’, the main points to be included in each sectionof the full report, and the timetable and individual responsibilities for thecompletion of the report.
Week 2: Headline Letter to Rector (End of week 2)Chair of the Review Team writes the Headline Letter to the Rector on behalf ofthe Team, to provide the headline outcomes of the review together with theTeam’s provisional judgements.
Weeks 1-2: Drafting WorkIndividual members of Review Team complete the work on their sections andsend to Secretary.
Week 3: Compiling Draft SectionsSecretary compiles Draft 1 of full report and circulates to Team for comment.
Weeks 4-6: Draft ReviewTeam reviews Draft 1, in particular their own sections but also the entire Draftbearing in mind that the Team has collective responsibility for the whole report.
Weeks 7-8: Compiling Full DraftSecretary, in consultation with the Chair and members as appropriate, preparesDraft 2 of the Report.
Week 9: Draft Report to RectorChair sends Draft 2 of the Report to the Rector. The institution will be invited tocomment on the draft Report in relation to matters of factual inaccuracy, and/ormisunderstandings arising from factual inaccuracy. Draft 2 Report is confidentialand may have a limited circulation internally, but no distribution externally.
Week 11: Comments on Draft 2 Report sent to the Chair by the Rector
through SecretaryInstitution sends comments on draft Report.
Week 13: Draft 3 Report is prepared in the light of the Institution’s
commentsThe Secretary, in consultation with the Chair, and members as appropriate,prepares Draft 3 Report in the light of comments from institutions.
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End of Week 14: Draft 3 Report sign-off by TeamDraft 3 Report is finalised and signed off by the Review Team Chair fortransmission to the Quality Board and copied to the Rector. At this stage Draft 3Report is still confidential.
Week 15 or next scheduled meeting of Board: Meeting of Board to and
finalise ReportThe Board will meet to consider the Draft 3 Report. The Rector of the institutionconcerned will be invited to join this meeting at one point. Following thedeparture of the Rector, the Board will discuss the Draft 3 Report and itsjudgements and agree a final version of the Report for publication.*
Week 16, or one week after the meeting of the Board: Copy of Final Report
sent to RectorA copy of the final version will be sent to the Rector and also be sent forinformation to MESC. While the institution may wish to prepare publicitymaterial in relation to the Report, it is requested that nothing appears in thepublic domain until the Report is published.
Week 19, or three weeks after meeting of the Board: Publication of Final
ReportReport will be published on the QEF website and a public announcement ofpublication made.--------------------------------
*Timeline of Appeals Process: Where there is the potential for an appeal to bemade (i.e. in the context of a failing judgement), the timetable will be suspendedfor 14 days at this stage. If an appeal is lodged, the timetable will follow theschedule for hearing an appeal. If no appeal is forthcoming, the publication willfollow as indicated i.e. with publication in week 22. (See section on Complaints
and Appeals)
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Annex	9:	Sample	Visit	Schedule	for	Board-led	
Institution-Wide	Reviews.

Below is a sample schedule for a Review Team visit. It should be emphasized thatthe arrangement, designation of attendees and content of meetings is entirely amatter for Review Team and the HEI to jointly decide. It is very possible thatvariability will exist across institutions, and this is simply an illustration.Additional visit days may be scheduled if Review Team and HEI agree upon thenecessity of such an arrangement. It should also be noted there that the maindifference between QEF1 and QEF2 in terms of these visits is the addedemphasis on institutional follow-up of SLRs, including on management ofresearch.It may be that some of the topics may not be appropriate for all HEIs, and thatadditional topics may need to be added in some cases. For example, HEIs maywish to schedule meetings with representatives of important internal units thatare not represented herein, such as, Centres of Excellence in research orteaching, Graduate Schools/Administrative functions, or Centres for DistanceLearning.The very first meeting of the visit should be with the institution‘s rector alone. Atthe very end of the visit, the Team should meet with rector and senior staff. Thelast meeting of each day should be with institutional contact. The Team willalways have a half-day at the end of the visit for individual members to preparethe outlines of their respective sectionsWithin the schedule, some time should be allowed for the Team to periodicallyreflect and prepare for forthcoming meetings. It may also be appropriate to allowfor parallel meetings with different groups, such as with students and withrepresentatives of units that present SLRs to the Team.Below is an overview of the visit that shows the three main parts of the visit:institution‘s showcase, meetings with university community and externalstakeholders, and final Team meeting for drafting outlines of sections of thereport.
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Sample visit schedule overview

Part 1. Institution Showcase

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration
Possible

ParticipantsInstitution showcase; Overview of institution, overview of At discretion of At discretion ofat discretion of academic units/schools, overview of institution, institutioninstitution various administrative and support normally 3 hoursunits, institution finances, introduction on 1st dayto policy for quality assurance, campustour.
Part 2. Other meetings

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested
Duration

Possible
ParticipantsSee table below See table below. 3-5 days As appropriate

Part 3. Final Team meeting

Event Type Topic to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration
Possible

ParticipantsTeam meeting At end of meeting, all members will 4 hours on last Review Team Onlyfor drafting sections have drafted an outline of the sections day of visitof the Report of the report they are responsible forproducing.
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Detailed sample visit schedule

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible ParticipantsMeeting with key Overall governance and strategic 1 hour Rector, Pro-Rector(s),leaders/management management, key issues of evaluation Day 1 Director of Financefrom the institution's perspective, Afternoon and Operations.finances/budgetary issues, nationalrole of institution, international anddomestic collaboration with otherHEIs, vertical and horizontalcommunication within institution,research/teaching considerations andbalance.Meeting with Process of compiling Reflective 1 hour Self-Evaluation Team.Self-Evaluation Team Analysis, involvement of students Day 1and academic community, evidence Afternoonbase, issues that emerged, links toSubject-Level Reviews, usefulnessof process, link to strategicmanagement, mechanisms for follow-through of action plans.Meeting with Role of Council, evidence base 1 hour University CouncilUniversity Council available to Council, role in ensuring Day 1 (or equivalent).standards of awards and quality, Afternoonfinance, strategy, delegation,planning, possible SWOTs,effectiveness of student involvement,governance and management issues,links with other managementstructures, emerging issues,national and internationalperspectives.Meeting with Deans Roles and responsibilities of the 1 hour All  Deans of Schools,of Schools, Heads of differerent positions, links with some or all HeadsFaculties and Heads University Council, links with of Faculties, and someof Departments institutes, involvement in Subject- or all Heads ofLevel Reviews, roles in strategic Departmentsplanning, roles in quality management, (as applicable).research/teaching considerations andbalance, staff support, student supportservices, management of adjunct staff,responses to student satisfactionsurveys.
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Meeting with Evaluation of student support services, 1 hour Administrative HeadsAdministrative Heads central and unit-based counselling, and senior staffand senior staff involvement in course monitoring and of support units/of support units/ review, involvement in Subject-Level services, asservices Reviews, resources, possible SWOTs, appropriate.international, minority, disabled, andother populations warranting specialconsideration, IT, support for distance/blended education students, stafftraining, mentoring schemes,international partnerships,public information management.Meeting with senior Safeguarding of standards, 1 hour Senior management,management on QA, implementation of student-centered members of qualitymembers of quality learning, management of teaching assurance/enhance-assurance/enhance- enhancement initiatives, challenges and ment committees,ment committees, opportunities related to curriculum, and curriculumand curriculum design and approval of programmes, committeescommittee monitoring and review of programmes. (or equivalent, asapplicable)
SLR Follow-up (6 events)

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible ParticipantsDiscussion of SLR 1 Effectiveness of guidelines on SLR, use 1 hour Chairs, SLR drafting(possibly two 60-min. of evidence, role of staff, students and Day 2 team, students andmeetings with externals, extent of follow-up planned others, as appropriate.IWR team divided or undertaken, responsibility for follow-between meetings) up, resourcing of follow-up, sharing ofgood practice, links to University Council,role in faculty/school/HEI strategicplanning, new/diverste teachingmethods, student satisfaction surveyresults and follow-up action, follow-upon general staff issues. Researchmanagement.Discussion of SLR 2 Same as above 1 hour Chairs, SLR drafting(possibly two 60-min. Day 2 team, students andmeetings with others, as appropriate.IWR team dividedbetween meetings)Discussion of SLR 3 Same as above 1 hour Chairs, SLR drafting(possibly two 60-min. Day 2 team, students andmeetings with others, as appropriate.IWR team dividedbetween meetings)
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Meetings with current and past students (4 events)

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible Participants

Meeting with student Students' views on their learning 1 hour Post-graduates,group 1 experience, students' input in with representationquality control and strategic decision of distance/blendedmaking, students' views on students (aseffectiveness of student-centered appropriate).learning at institution, and theirparticipation in development ofstudent-centered learning, research.Meeting with student Students' views on their learning 1 hour Undergraduates,groups 2 and 3: experience, students' input in with representationtwo meetings quality control and strategic decision of distance/blendedrunning at same time making, students' views on students (as effectiveness of student-centered appropriate).learning at institution, and theirparticipation in development ofstudent-centered learning.Meeting with Students' views on their learning 1 hour Student population(s)student group 4 experience, students' input in that warrants specialquality control and strategic decision consideration, asmaking, students' views on agreed upon by effectiveness of student-centered HEI and IWR Team.learning at institution, and theirparticipation in development ofstudent-centered learning.Meeting with Level of student engagement and 1 hour Elected studentelected student inclusion in quality assurance and leaders andleaders and enhancement, effectiveness of processes representatives.representatives for complaints and appeals, responsesto student feedback, views on IT and library services, student involvementin: preparation of Reflective Analysis,curriculum planning, monitoring andreviewOpen meeting Topics raised by students. 1 hour Open to all students.with students
Institutional Mechanisms for Research Management (1 event)

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible ParticipantsMeeting with Research policy, research evaluation, 1 hour Research Director,Research Director, research metrics, benchmarks, research Directors of researchDirectors of research impact - broadly defined, grant-getting centres,  senior staffcentres,  senior staff activities, national and international of research office/of research office/ collaboration, contracted research office of sponsoredoffice of sponsored or research-oriented consultation/ programs, contractprograms, contract policy/programme evaluation services liaisons.liaisons delivered by HEI. (as applicable)
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Meetings with Academic Staff (2 events)

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible ParticipantsMeeting with Involvement in strategic and operational 1 hour Academic staffAcademic staff management, views on student-centered with long experiencewith long experience learning at HEI, staff development, within HEI.within HEI student retention, views on Subject-Level Reviews and preparations forIWR, views on adjunct staff, IT and library,responding to student feedback, researchsupport, teaching and research balance,arrangements for practica, respondingto student feedback, value of teachingportfoliosMeeting with Effectiveness of staff orientation, 1 hour Academic staffacademic staff involvement in strategic and operational appointed relativelyappointed relatively management, views on student-centered recently and adjuncts.recently and adjuncts learning at HEI, staff development,student retention, views on Subject-Level Reviews and preparations forIWR, views on adjunct staff, IT and library,responding to student feedback, researchsupport for new staff, teaching and research balance,arrangements forpractica, responding to student feedback, value of teaching portfolios.
Open Meeting (1 event)

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible ParticipantsOpen meeting Any topic relevant to quality of student 1 hour Open to any memberfor any member learning experience, standards of degrees of universityof university and awards, or management of research communitycommunity within the institution
Meetings with externals (2 events)

Event Type Examples of Topics to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible ParticipantsMeeting with external Relations with external partners in 1 hour Externalrepresentatives and private and public sector, HEI's societal representatives andstakeholders role(s). stakeholdersMeeting with Relation to HEI after graduation, 1 hour Alumni selectedAlumni relevance of education in job market, by HEIrelevance of education in current job.
Final Team meeting

Event Type Topic to be Covered
Suggested

Timing/Duration Possible ParticipantsTeam meeting At end of meeting, all members will 4 hours on last Review Team Onlyfor drafting sections have drafted an outline of the sections day of visitof the Report of the report they are responsible forproducing.
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Responsibilities for producing ReportResponsibilities for arranging the visit, managing the visit, and producing areport would be shared by Chair and Secretariat, and would include:
 Coordinate electronic discussion with the team on issues arising from theinstitution’s Reflective Analysis (RA) prior to the briefing meeting(CHAIR);
 Make contact on behalf of the team with the Institutional contact and, asappropriate, clarify matters on behalf of the team in relation to the RA(SECRETARIAT);
 Request any additional material thought as essential for an effectivereview (CHAIR, THROUGH SECRETARIAT);
 Draft an agenda of issues for discussion at the briefing meeting (CHAIR);
 Chair that section of the briefing meeting focused directly on theparticular review (CHAIR);
 Draft a schedule of meetings for the visit and a list of any additionalinformation to be made available to the team during the visit(SECRETARIAT IN COOPERATION WITH CHAIR);
 Liaise with the institutional contact on the draft programme for the visit(SECRETARIAT);
 Agree with the team the schedule of chairing of meetings andresponsibilities for provision of notes for sections of the report (CHAIR);
 Liaise with the institutional contact throughout the visit as first point ofcontact on logistical issues (SECRETARIAT);
 Provide oversight of and co-ordinate all meetings (CHAIR);
 Maintain open communications with institutional contact regardingprogress of review (CHAIR);
 Maintain good communications and cordial relationships within the teamand with the institution (CHAIR AND SECRETARIAT);
 Manage visit secretarial functions and arrange for the recording ofminutes by QEF staff (SECRETARIAT);
 Convene Team discussions to ensure that bullet points are collected in allmeetings (CHAIR);
 Prepare for following meetings in light of bullet points collected in priormeetings (CHAIR);
 Sustain the morale and corporate entity of Team (CHAIR);
 Following the conclusion of the meetings, agree with the Team a full draftof the Headline Letter, the main points to be included in each section ofthe full report, and the timetable and individual responsibilities for thecompletion of the report (CHAIR);
 Ensure that the Team completes the work of the report to the agreedschedule and to professional standards (CHAIR, WITH ASSISTANCE OFSECRETARIAT);
 Sign off the full draft report with the agreement of the team (CHAIR);
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 Lead and coordinate the response of the Team to the institution’sresponse to the draft report; (CHAIR, WITH ASSISTANCE OFSECRETARIAT);
 Sign off the final report for transmission to the Board on behalf of theTeam (CHAIR);
 Serve as first point of contact for follow-up of IWR (SECRETARIAT).

At the end of a briefing meeting, before the visit, it is agreed which Teammember has responsibility for each section of the report. That person is thenresponsible for sufficient questions being asked, data provided, etc. to cover thissection of the report. Then that person is responsible for leading discussionabout that issue before writing headline letter, and is responsible for the outlineof this section of the report before leaving the site. Chair then has thisinformation as well. Team members complete the draft based on the outline afterthe visit, and their input is combined in the IWR.The figure below illustrates the roles of Chair and Secretariat during the visit.
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Duties of Chair and Secretariat during IWR visit
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Annex	10:	Sample	Table	of	Contents	for	Institution-Wide	
Review	Report

1 Introduction: The review in context1.1 Overview of review process1.2 About institution1.3 Funding/resourcing1.4 Staff1.5 Students1.6 Key committee and managerial structures1.7 The Reflective Analysis1.8 Summary evaluation
2. Learning from prior reviews2.1 Learning from previous IWR2.2 Learning from SLRs2.3 Learning from other reviews
3 Managing Standards3.1 Institutional approach to the management of standards3.2 Relevance of Case Study to managing standards (if appropriate)3.3 Admissions criteria3.4 External reference points and benchmarks3.5 Resources for safeguarding standards3.6 Design, approval, monitoring and review of programmes3.7 Assessment policies and regulations3.8 Consistency in grading and assigning ECTS3.9 Collaborative Provision3.10 Staff induction, appraisal and development3.11 Using SLRs to safeguard standards3.12 Summary evaluation of security of standards
4 Student Learning Experience4.1 Overview: Institution's management of standards of student learningexperience4.2 Relevance of Case Study to enhancing student learning experience (ifappropriate)4.3 Resources for enhancing student learning experience4.4 Student recruitment and induction4.5 The student voice and engagement of students in QA4.6 Student support services4.7 Student-centered learning, teaching and assessment4.8 Use of sessional/adjunct teachers4.9 The language experience4.10 Internationalisation4.11 Links between research and teaching4.12 Postgraduate programmes4.13 Collaborative Provision
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4.14 Serving needs of different student populations4.15 Management of information4.16 Public information4.17 Using SLRs to enhance student learning experience4.18 Summary evaluation of the student learning experience
5 Management of Research5.1 Research policy and strategy5.2 Relevance of Case Study to managing research on an institutional level (ifappropriate)5.3 Monitoring of scientific quality of outputs5.4 External support5.5 Impact of the unit5.6 Institutional enhancement of research management5.7 Benchmarks5.8 Collaboration5.9 Teaching-research balance5.10 Support for grant-getting activities and grant management5.11 Using SLRs to manage research on an institutional level5.12 General comments on the management of research
6 Managing Enhancement6.1 General enhancement context6.2 Strategic planning and action planning6.3 Committee structure6.4 Evidence base6.5 Benchmarks6.6 Internal sharing of best practice6.7 Drawing on international experience6.8 Domestic co-operation6.9 Evaluation6.10 Summary evaluation of managing enhancement
7 Conclusion7.1 General summary, including overview of management of research7.2 Summary of strengths7.3 Summary of areas for improvement7.4 Judgment on managing standards of degrees7.5 Judgment on managing standards of student learning experience
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Annex	11:	Frame	of	reference	for	IWR	Review	Teams	in	
forming	judgements

Introduction to Annex

The purpose of this annex, prepared largely by the Quality Council in
consultation with the Quality Board, is to assist institutions in managing
effectively their own policies, processes and structures for the assurance
and enhancement of the quality of their students’ experience and the
standards of their awards. This annex was prepared based on readings of
IWRs and SLRs from the first cycle of the Quality Enhancement Framework.
These are guidelines (as opposed to rules) and the expectation is that they
will be adapted as appropriate by each institution according to its context
and mission. External review teams involved in conducting IWRs in Iceland
will also find this annex to be a useful guide in planning and conducting
their reviews. However, it is important to emphasise that this annex will
not be used in any sense as a checklist for these reviews.
The annex is based firmly on the Standards and Guidelines for Quality
Assurance in the European Higher Education Area (ESG 2015), which are
quoted extensively. The annex also meets the specifications of the
International network of Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher Education
(INQAAHE Guidelines of Good Practice 2016).

There are four main elements in each section below as follows:
1 Standard. The ESG standard is stated.
2 Guidelines. The ESG Guidelines against each standard are quoted
3 Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying each standard.

This is a commentary provided by the Icelandic Quality Council
for Higher Education designed to contextualise each standard for
the Icelandic institutions.

4 Frame of Reference for each standard. This section is also
provided by the Icelandic Quality Council for Higher Education in
order to clarify and exemplify specific aspects of the standard and
guidelines for the Icelandic institutions. Each bulleted item in the
frame of reference is accompanied by a superscript of “ST”, “LE”,
or “ST&LE”. These indicate which aspects of the Frame of
Reference correspond to the different judgments in QEF:
“standards of degrees and awards (ST),” “quality of student
learning experience (LE),” or both (ST&LE). Further information
on the judgments can be found in Paragraphs 94-97.

The External Review Team conducting an IWR will review all evidence in
relation to this Frame of Reference, seek to identify relative strengths and
weaknesses over the course of the visit and consider each in turn, their
strength and impact. Then the Team will consider the weight and impact of
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each of these items together, and position overall to arrive at a judgment.
Institutions will see this reflected in their reports.
Through these processes, the team will arrive at an overall judgment.
Below is a list of possible judgments:

1 Confidence in the quality of student learning experience and/or
standards of degrees and awards.

2 Limited Confidence in the quality of student learning experience
and/or standards of degrees and awards.

3 No confidence in the quality of student learning experience
and/or standards of degrees and awards.
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ESG Standard 1.1: Policy for Quality Assurance

-StandardInstitutions should have a policy for quality assurance that is made public andforms part of their strategic management. Internal stakeholders should developand implement this policy through appropriate structures and processes, whileinvolving external stakeholders.
-GuidelinesPolicies and processes are the main pillars of a coherent institutional qualityassurance system that forms a cycle for continuous improvement andcontributes to the accountability of the institution. It supports the developmentof quality culture in which all internal stakeholders assume responsibility forquality and engage in quality assurance at all levels of the institution. In order tofacilitate this, the policy has a formal status and is publicly available.Quality assurance policies are most effective when they reflect the relationshipbetween research and learning & teaching and take account of both the nationalcontext in which the institution operates, the institutional context and itsstrategic approach. Such a policy supports :-- the organisation of the quality assurance system;-- departments, schools, faculties and other organisational units as well as thoseof institutional leadership, individual staff members and students to take on theirresponsibilities in quality assurance;-- academic integrity and freedom and is vigilant against academic fraud;-- guarding against intolerance of any kind or discrimination against the studentsor staff;-- the involvement of external stakeholders in quality assurance.The policy translates into practice through a variety of internal quality assuranceprocesses that allow participation across the institution. How the policy isimplemented, monitored and revised is the institution’s decision.The quality assurance policy also covers any elements of an institution’sactivities that are subcontracted to or carried out by other parties
-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.1It is not the remit of the Quality Board or Review Teams to evaluate the statedpriorities or general directions of travel specified in quality policies, as diversityin goals and missions across institutions is to be welcomed. A quality assurancepolicy is, for example, in line with the institution‘s overall strategy and specifieshow QA processes are part of the institution’s strategic management. The qualitypolicy is also, for example, anchored in management structures with clearlydemarcated responsibilities and remits for different institutional bodies; it isbuilt on a commitment to evidence-based enhancement with strategicallydefined performance indicators that inform progress towards benchmarkedgoals/outcomes.
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Frame of reference for Standard 1.1

 Quality policy supports the identification of priorities on the basis ofevidence and the strategic goals of the institution. The institution hasmechanisms in place to evaluate to what degree it is living up to its statedaspirations and values (for example: in terms of research, innovation,outreach, comparative and absolute standards of awards, collaborationwith near environment stakeholders). These mechanisms are evidence-based (quantitative, qualitative) and generally inform effectiveoperational management as well as major strategic decision-making.ST
 Plans for prioritised activities at institutional level have identifiedmilestones, target dates, accountabilities, performance indicators andresources, and other features, as appropriate.ST
 The system specified in the quality policy works throughout theinstitution‘s organisational levels and units.ST
 Student representatives have access to training that fosters participationin educational enhancement and QA at both programme and institutionallevels.LE
 Policy for assuring quality and standards relates to the institutionalframework for teaching and learning, including learning outcomes.LE
 Effectiveness of student engagement is monitored at least annually andformally reviewed periodically, for example, every 3-4 years.LE
 Quality policy specifies the engagement of students in QA of teaching andlearning (for example: consultants, observers, participants, co-creators).There is sharing of information and formal engagement of students in QAat institutional level. As appropriate, institutions offer part-time andwork-based provision, placements, postgraduate taught and researchprogrammes, distance learning, provision for mature, international andoff-campus students, as well as students with disabilities, in QA.LE
 Quality policy supports academic integrity and helps to avoiddiscrimination of students and staff on grounds of physical or mentalhealth status, gender, sexual orientation, skin colour, nationality, religion,residence or financial situation.LE

ESG Standard 1.2: Design and Approval of Programmes

-StandardInstitutions should have processes for the design and approval of theirprogrammes. The programmes should be designed so that they meet theobjectives set for them, including the intended learning outcomes. Thequalification resulting from a programme should be clearly specified andcommunicated, and refer to the correct level of the national qualificationsframework for higher education and, consequently, to the Framework forQualifications of the European Higher Education Area.
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-GuidelinesStudy programmes are at the core of the HEIs’ teaching mission. They providestudents with both academic knowledge and skills including those that aretransferable, which may influence their personal development and may beapplied in their future careers.Programmes-- are designed with overall programme objectives that are in line with theinstitutional strategy and have explicit intended learning outcomes;-- are designed by involving students and other stakeholders in the work;-- benefit from external expertise and reference points;-- reflect the four purposes of higher education of the Council of Europe (cf.Scope and Concepts);-- are designed so that they enable smooth student progression;-- define the expected student workload, e.g. in ECTS;-- include well-structured placement opportunities where appropriate;-- are subject to a formal institutional approval process.
-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.2Institutions ideally develop and follow processes for the design and approval ofprogrammes and of their curriculum, as well as approaches to teaching, learningand assessment that are appropriate and provide a good fit with institutionalstrategy, mission and vision. These processes also encompass the design andapproval of programmes with collaborative provision, and ensure clearspecification of responsibilities of the parties involved.

Frame of reference for Standard 1.2

 Design and approval processes involve external stakeholders in somesignificant capacity.ST
 Design and approval processes lead to clearly specified qualificationswhich refer to the correct level of the National Qualifications Frameworkof Iceland (including for joint degrees) together with indication ofnotional student workload and ECTS creditsST
 Design and approval processes include consideration of student practicalplacements where appropriate.ST
 Design and approval processes explicitly involve students. LE
 Design and approval processes require specification of intended learningoutcomes to be achieved by students, the approach to learning that willbe followed to support their achievement, and the assessment approachesthat will be used to support and reliably testify their achievement.LE
 All new programmes are subject to a formal institutional approvalprocesses.ST&LE
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ESG Standard 1.3: Student-Centered Learning, Teaching and Assessment

-StandardInstitutions should ensure that the programmes are delivered in a way thatencourages students to take an active role in creating the learning process, andthat the assessment of students reflects this approach.
-GuidelinesStudent-centred learning and teaching plays an important role in stimulatingstudents’ motivation, self-reflection and engagement in the learning process.This means careful consideration of the design and delivery of studyprogrammes and the assessment of outcomes.The implementation of student-centred learning and teaching-- respects and attends to the diversity of students and their needs, enablingflexible learning paths;-- considers and uses different modes of delivery, where appropriate;-- flexibly uses a variety of pedagogical methods;-- regularly evaluates and adjusts the modes of delivery and pedagogicalmethods;-- encourages a sense of autonomy in the learner, while ensuring adequateguidance and support from the teacher;-- promotes mutual respect within the learner-teacher relationship;-- has appropriate procedures for dealing with students’ complaints.Considering the importance of assessment for the students’ progression andtheir future careers, quality assurance processes for assessment take intoaccount the following:-- Assessors are familiar with existing testing and examination methods andreceive support in developing their own skills in this field;-- The criteria for and method of assessment as well as criteria for marking arepublished in advance;-- The assessment allows students to demonstrate the extent to which theintended learning outcomes have been achieved. Students are given feedback,which, if necessary, is linked to advice on the learning process;-- Where possible, assessment is carried out by more than one examiner;-- The regulations for assessment take into account mitigating circumstances;-- Assessment is consistent, fairly applied to all students and carried out inaccordance with thestated procedures;-- A formal procedure for student appeals is in place.
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-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.3As part of this Standard, institutions are encouraged to adopt a learningoutcomes approach. Adoption of a learning outcomes approach entails thatinstitutions have policies and procedures for determining that academic units: 1)define learning outcomes at course and programme level that are fit for purpose;2) ensure a good fit between programme learning outcomes and learningoutcomes of individual courses; 3) ensure a good fit between learning outcomesand approaches to teaching and learning, 4) ensure that methods of assessmentare appropriate in the light of intended learning outcomes; and 5) result in thecontinuous improvement of teaching and learning methods/strategies.This standard also applies to institutions‘ active engagement of students asdecision-makers and co-creators in teaching, learning and assessment, as well asengaging students in the development and implementation of quality processesaround these activities.Finally, this standard is intended to ensure equality of opportunity in learningfor all students and take into account the needs of a diverse student populationin terms of physical or mental health status, gender, sexual orientation, skincolour, nationality, religion, residence or financial situation.The Frame of Reference for this standard overlaps in many ways with the Frameof Reference for Standard 1.9, both in terms of its focus on student engagementand on learning outcomes.
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Frame of reference for Standard 1.3

 Institution provides some formal training and support for students totake part in learning and teaching quality management.ST
 Learning outcomes are defined for all programmes.ST
 Criteria for and methods of assessment are published in advance.ST
 The learning outcomes approach is sensitive to diversity of the studentbody in terms of physical or mental health status, gender, sexualorientation, skin colour, nationality, religion, residence or financialsituation.ST
 Institution provides internal development and dissemination of bestpractice in teaching, learning and assesment.ST
 Institution provides guidelines for incorporating learning outcomes fortransferable skills into curriculum.ST
 Marking is transparent, while double-marking and/or externality is usedas appropriate and resources allow.ST
 Institution has a policy that addresses the incorporation of innovativemethods of teaching and learning into curriculum (including those whichencourage active and interactive engagement of students in theirlearning), and monitors follow-up.LE
 Institution uses some of the following methods to gauge the extent of co-creation of learning experiences with students: questionnaires,interviews, surveys, focus groups, opinion polls and/or discussiongroups.LE
 Institution has clear, fair and accessible policies and procedures oncomplaints and appeals that are applied consistently across institution.LE
 Institution allows for flexible/individualised learning paths, as resourcespermit.LE

ESG Standard 1.4: Student Admission, Progression, Recognition and
Certification

-StandardInstitutions should consistently apply pre-defined and published regulationscovering all phases of the student “life cycle”, e.g. student admission, progression,recognition and certification.
-GuidelinesProviding conditions and support that are necessary for students to makeprogress in their academic career is in the best interest of the individualstudents, programmes, institutions and systems. It is vital to have fit-for-purposeadmission, recognition and completion procedures, particularly when studentsare mobile within and across higher education systems.It is important that access policies, admission processes and criteria areimplemented consistently and in a transparent manner. Induction to theinstitution and the programme is provided.
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Institutions need to put in place both processes and tools to collect, monitor andact on information on student progression.Fair recognition of higher education qualifications, periods of study and priorlearning, including the recognition of non-formal and informal learning, areessential components for ensuring the students’ progress in their studies, whilepromoting mobility. Appropriate recognition procedures rely on-- institutional practice for recognition being in line with the principles of theLisbon Recognition Convention;-- cooperation with other institutions, quality assurance agencies and thenational ENIC/NARIC centre with a view to ensuring coherent recognition acrossthe country.Graduation represents the culmination of the students’ period of study. Studentsneed to receive documentation explaining the qualification gained, includingachieved learning outcomes and the context, level, content and status of thestudies that were pursued and successfully completed.
-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.4Institutions ideally create and implement policies and procedures for theactivities pertaining to this standard that are fit for purpose within Iceland whilealso allowing for the mobility of students within the European Higher EducationArea (and also elsewhere internationally). In this context it is recognised thatinstitutions will adhere to all recognition agreements to which Iceland is asignatory.

Frame of reference for Standard 1.4

 Institution has explicit admissions policies and criteria includingmechanisms for recognition of non-formal and informal prior learning,and monitors adherence to these policies and criteria.ST
 On graduation, institution provides students with documentationexplaining the qualifications gained, including learning outcomesachieved.ST
 Institution conducts periodic reviews of the reliability and validity ofadmissions policies and practice including any entrance examinations itmay use.ST
 All students are provided with institutional orientation/induction.Institution has a policy for unit- and/or programme-specificorientation/induction, and there is evidence of follow-up.LE
 Institution has effective methods for monitoring student progression inall three award cycles, and ideally data are collected for on-campus,distance, and blended student populations separately.LE
 The institution has policies for identifying students in specialcircumstances and for developing and supporting equal opportunities forthem (e.g., students from specific social backgrounds, students withdisabilities).LE
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 Policies for student admission, progression, recognition and certificationare fair, accessible, transparent and fit for purpose. Policies for admission,recognition and certification are consistently applied.ST&LE
ESG Standard 1.5: Teaching Staff

-Standard:Institutions should assure themselves of the competence of their teachers. Theyshould apply fair and transparent processes for the recruitment anddevelopment of the staff.
-Guidelines:The teacher’s role is essential in creating a high quality student experience andenabling the acquisition of knowledge, competences and skills. The diversifyingstudent population and stronger focus on learning outcomes require student-centred learning and teaching and the role of the teacher is, therefore, alsochanging (cf. Standard 1.3).HEIs have primary responsibility for the quality of their staff and for providingthem with a supportive environment that allows them to carry out their workeffectively.Such an environment-- sets up and follows clear, transparent and fair processes for staff recruitmentand conditions of employment that recognise the importance of teaching;-- offers opportunities for and promotes the professional development ofteaching staff;-- encourages scholarly activity to strengthen the link between education andresearch;-- encourages innovation in teaching methods and the use of new technologies.
-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.5The two main themes of this standard centre on: 1) recruitment and hiringstrategies; and 2) ongoing assurance of staff development and competence.There are many ways in which institutions are able to meet this standard. Anyevaluation of an institution‘s mechanisms for ensuring highly competent staffmust therefore take account of how these mechanisms align with theinstitution‘s strategy, mission and vision.
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Frame of reference for Standard 1.5

 Policies for staff appointment and promotion are based on best practice,and are in line with the institution‘s strategic management and Icelandicemployment law, and are applied universally.ST
 Institutional staffing policy and practice take profiles of staff into accountin terms of age, physical or mental health status, gender, sexualorientation, skin colour, nationality, religion, residence or financialsituation.ST
 Institutional staffing policies give consideration to acceptable staffinglevels, especially in relation to academic & professional qualifications andnumber of full-time staff vs. part-time/sessional staff.ST
 Institutional policy and practice includes effective formal evaluation ofstaff in terms of teaching competencies.LE
 On-going training in pedagogy and other teaching-related issues is madeavailable to staff on a regular basis.LE
 There is recognition of excellent teaching.
 Staff induction processes are systematically followed for all full-time andpart-time/sessional staff, as appropriate.ST&LE
 Institution has a staff development policy, and there is evidence ofadherence and follow-up. ST&LE

ESG Standard 1.6: Learning Resources and Student Support

-StandardInstitutions should have appropriate funding for learning and teaching activitiesand ensure that adequate and readily accessible learning resources and studentsupport are provided.
-GuidelinesFor a good higher education experience, institutions provide a range of resourcesto assist student learning. These vary from physical resources such as libraries,study facilities and IT infrastructure to human support in the form of tutors,counsellors and other advisers. The role of support services is of particularimportance in facilitating the mobility of students within and across highereducation systems.The needs of a diverse student population (such as mature, part-time, employedand international students as well as students with disabilities), and the shifttowards student-centred learning and flexible modes of learning and teaching,are taken into account when allocating, planning and providing the learningresources and student support.Support activities and facilities may be organised in a variety of ways dependingon the institutional context. However, the internal quality assurance ensures that
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all resources are fit for purpose, accessible, and that students are informed aboutthe services available to them.In delivering support services the role of support and administrative staff iscrucial and therefore they need to be qualified and have opportunities to developtheir competences.
-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.6Institutions provide a range of services and resources to students, and theprovision of those should be in line with the institution‘s mission and vision.They should be accessible to all students who potentially require them, atappropriate locations and levels.

Frame of reference for Standard 1.6

 Institution has policies for IT and library services, and those areimplemented across institution.ST
 Institution has policies for both central and unit-leveladvising/counselling as appropriate, and those are implemented acrossinstitution.ST
 Administrative and support staff are provided with opportunities forprofessional development.ST
 Students are provided with services to prepare for entry to botemployment and further study.LE
 Institution has mechanisms for assessing if the allocation of resources forlearning and student support are fit for purpose, especially in terms ofmeeting institutional goals for student-centred teaching and learning.ST&LE

ESG Standard 1.7: Information management

-StandardInstitutions should ensure that they collect, analyse and use relevant informationfor the effective management of their programmes and other activities.
-GuidelinesReliable data is crucial for informed decision-making and for knowing what isworking well and what needs attention. Effective processes to collect andanalyse information about study programmes and other activities feed into theinternal quality assurance system.The information gathered depends, to some extent, on the type and mission ofthe institution. The following are of interest:-- Key performance indicators;-- Profile of the student population;-- Student progression, success and drop-out rates;-- Students’ satisfaction with their programmes;
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-- Learning resources and student support available;-- Career paths of graduates.Various methods of collecting information may be used. It is important thatstudents and staff are involved in providing and analysing information andplanning follow-up activities.
-Providing an Icelandic Commentary for applying Standard 1.7It is incumbent on institutions to ensure key data are regularly circulated to theuniversity community and relevant external stakeholders, and that data are usedas part of an evidence base in the strategic management of the institution. TheFrame of Reference (below) for this standard is not meant to be an exhaustive ordefinitive list of data, as it is always the institution‘s remit to define keyperformance indicators and use them to serve the institution‘s mission.It is important to note that the term ‚formal data‘ in this context can include bothquantitative and qualitative data, and may include methods such as surveys,focus groups, world cafés, SWOT, analyses, mining of data bases, etc. It does not,however, include informal or anecdotal observations gathered occasionally orincidentally.
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Frame of reference for Standard 1.7

 Institutions collect reliable data on their key performance indicatorsrelated to standards and awards, which may include: admissionstandards, assessment of learning outcomes, assessment methods, matchof assessment to learning outcomes, grade structures, benchmarking ofdegrees, development of employability/transferable skills, graduatefeedback, employer satisfaction, staff qualifications, and staffingcomplement. ST
 Institutions collect data on their key performance indicators related tostudent learning experience, which may include: recruitment, enrolment,induction/orientation, retention, progression, graduation, employment,student satisfaction, social dimension and general study body makeup,student use of a broad range of support services, faculty/student ratio,and grievances/appeals.LE
 Students are actively engaged in planning data collection on learningexperience, as well as institutional responses to those data.LE
 Institutions collect data on experiences of all categories of studentsincluding minority groups, international and non-traditional students aswell as students learning in different contexts (distance, work-based,part-time etc).LE
 Plans and accountabilities exist for collection, review, and disseminationof key data.ST&LE
 Most institutional bodies and other internal stakeholders generallyreceive and review relevant data in the normal course of institutionaloperations.ST&LE
 Decisions at all levels (programme, faculty, institution etc) areappropriately informed by data. ST&LE
 Institutions utilize appropriate national and international benchmarkingindicators.ST&LE

ESG Standard 1.8: Public information

-StandardInstitutions should publish information about their activities, includingprogrammes, which is clear, accurate, objective, up-to date and readilyaccessible.
-GuidelinesInformation on institutions’ activities is useful for prospective and currentstudents as well as for graduates, other stakeholders and the public.Therefore, institutions provide information about their activities, including theprogrammes they offer and the selection criteria for them, the intended learningoutcomes of these programmes, the qualifications they award, the teaching,learning and assessment procedures used, the pass rates and the learning
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opportunities available to their students as well as graduate employmentinformation.
-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.8Institutions are encouraged to identify and share data and other importantinformation of institutional relevance with the public and other stakeholders asappropriate. Institutions should ensure that this information is up to date andeasily accessible.

Frame of reference for Standard 1.8

 Public information is provided on qualifications awarded for allprogrammes and on qualifications granted.ST
 Employment data for graduates are publicly available.LE
 Data on profile of student population are publicly available.LE
 Public information is available by programme on teaching, learning andassessment procedures.LE
 Public information is provided for programmes on intended learningoutcomes.LE
 Institution has a policy for public dissemination of data and otherimportant information.ST&LE
 Institution monitors the use made of its publicly posted information, suchas website visits, and its effectiveness.ST&LE

ESG Standard 1.9: On-going Monitoring and Periodic Review of
Programmes

-StandardInstitutions should monitor and periodically review their programmes to ensurethat they achieve the objectives set for them and respond to the needs ofstudents and society. These reviews should lead to continuous improvement ofthe programme. Any action planned or taken as a result should be communicatedto all those concerned.
-GuidelinesRegular monitoring, review and revision of study programmes aim to ensurethat the provision remains appropriate and to create a supportive and effectivelearning environment for students.They include the evaluation of:-- The content of the programme in the light of the latest research in the givendiscipline thus ensuring that the programme is up to date;-- The changing needs of society;-- The students’ workload, progression and completion;-- The effectiveness of procedures for assessment of students;-- The student expectations, needs and satisfaction in relation to the programme;
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-- The learning environment and support services and their fitness for purposefor the programme.Programmes are reviewed and revised regularly involving students and otherstakeholders. The information collected is analysed and the programme isadapted to ensure that it is up-to-date. Revised programme specifications arepublished.
-Providing an Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.9Safeguards for ensuring academic standards of programs should not exist solelywithin schools or departments, but should be complemented with routine andsystemic safeguards at the institutional level.Institutions should ensure that study programmes are monitored in the normalcourse of operation to a sufficient degree. These monitoring activities should aimto, for example, assure the programme‘s ongoing fitness for purpose; the qualityof its management, teaching and learning, and assessments; and the quality ofthe student learning experience. Institutions should also ensure that formalprogramme reviews occur on a sufficiently regular basis, ideally not to exceedevery 5 years.
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Frame of reference for Standard 1.9

 Students are involved in programme monitoring and review.LE
 External stakeholders (for example, employers and/or other partners)are involved in programme review.ST
 Mechanisms for monitoring and review include procedures forcollaborative provision.ST
 Institution has clear procedures for institutional-level follow-up of SLRs,and there is evidence of such follow-up.ST
 Strategically collected data inform programme monitoring and review.The experience of all students is monitored and reviewed, includingdistance, part-time and postgraduate students.LE
 Fitness of purpose of programmatic support, unit-level advising andcentrally-based support is formally assessed in programme review.LE
 Policies and procedures for programme monitoring and review atsubject-level and institutional level provide safeguards to ensure that: 1)learning outcomes at course and programme level are well defined and fitfor purpose; 2) a good fit exists between programme learning outcomesand learning outcomes of individual courses; 3) methods of teaching areappropriate in the light of intended learning outcomes 4) methods ofassessment are appropriate in the light of intended learning outcomes; 5)variety and number of courses on offer is sufficient for a given cycle; and6) student workload is appropriate. There is evidence that policies andprocedures are followed across units.ST&LE
 Policies for monitoring and periodic review are designed to ensureprogrammes are up-to-date and benchmarked, and there is evidence ofthese policies being followed.ST&LE
 Support or reference materials for monitoring and review of programmesare available centrally or locally to unit heads or committees charged withthese duties.ST&LE
 Action reports derived from programme monitoring and review arecompiled, prioritised and disseminated at institution‘s management levelin some form.ST&LE
 In general, institutional follow-up occurs for high-priority action reportsidentified during monitoring and review, and follow-up activities arecommunicated to stakeholders as appropriate.ST&LE

ESG Standard 1.10: Cyclical external quality assurance

-StandardInstitutions should undergo external quality assurance in line with the ESG on acyclical basis.
-GuidelinesExternal quality assurance in its various forms can verify the effectiveness ofinstitutions’ internal quality assurance, act as a catalyst for improvement and
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offer the institution new perspectives. It will also provide information to assurethe institution and the public of the quality of the institution’s activitiesInstitutions participate in cyclical external quality assurance that takes account,where relevant, of the requirements of the legislative framework in which theyoperate. Therefore, depending on the framework, this external quality assurancemay take different forms and focus at different organisational levels (such asprogramme, faculty or institution).Quality assurance is a continuous process that does not end with the externalfeedback or report or its follow-up process within the institution. Therefore,institutions ensure that the progress made since the last external qualityassurance activity is taken into consideration when preparing for the next one.
-Providing Icelandic commentary for applying Standard 1.10Institutions will undergo external quality assurance in the form of IWRs asoutlined in this handbook.

Frame of reference for Standard 1.10

 Institutions engage in annual meetings with Quality Boardrepresentatives, as outlined in this Handbook.ST&LE
 Institutions provide Reflective Analyses in accordance with agreedtimelines, and Reflective Analyses are completed as outlined in thisHandbook.ST&LE
 Institutions arrange for Review Team visits for IWRs, as outlined in thisHandbook.ST&LE
 Institutions provide evidence of follow-up on issues identified in priorIWRs, and reflect critically on the success of those follow-upactivities.ST&LE


